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Due to significant shifts in the political, economic and demographic environment the 
imperatives for change within South African organisations are becoming increasingly 
more urgent. One strategy that organisations are adopting in the face of increased 
pressures is to create and maintain diverse workforces. This trend is matched on a 
global basis and the need to manage diversity has become commonplace. While 
increased workforce diversity presents a challenge to traditional organisational 
management it also holds the promise of providing innovative strategies for a 
changing work environment. Whereas there is an abundance of literature on managing 
diversity there is a paucity of work on the psychological, experiential aspects of 
working in a diverse workforce. The principal objective of this research was to 
develop a conceptual framework for understanding the experience of working in a 
diversifying workforce. The researched followed a case study approach focusing on 
the committee section of the South African Parliament. Data were collected from 
twenty committee clerks through open-ended, in-depth interviews. The data was 
analysed using qualitative data analysis teclmiques. Five major themes emerged from 
the interviews complising: Confronting a Changing Workplace, Meeting and 
Engaging with the 'Other', Stimulating Growth and Development, Learnings and 
Coping Mechanisms. Each theme is made up of a series of sub-themes. The study 
presents these results in a diagrammatic from and provides an extended discussion of 
the themes and sub-themes. Analysis of the results demonstrates that working in a 
diversifying workforce has an enormous impact on the participant's experience of 
work and the quality of their working lives. 
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The of workforce diversity is increasing amounts as a 

topic the study world-wide. This trend 

after the publication Workforce 2000 Report and 

a more United throughout 

diversity on significance 

our Apartheid past. 

The chapter will review the areas of research and the 

of workforce diversity. is divided into three 

one at common definitions of understanding diversity. 

on the major abundant literature on 

three introduces current project 

conceptual framework in which it is aims and study 

will at in this section. 

SECTION ONE: COMMON DEFINITIONS AND THEORETICAL 

OF UNDERSTANDING 

COllCel){ of workforce IS a newcomer ""'''''''''''!.J''',", world 

is an inadequate reliable body of theoretical knowledge on it 

& Cox, 1997; Kanhai, 1 concept is a VV!U.tJ.L'-'.n,. one is described 

by a of words and phrases. 

definitions of diversity narrow to very definitions 

gender and 1993; Cross, Seashore, 

Cox, 1997). include personal 

corporate background, work function, 

geographic origin experience (Flederman, Jackson, 

& O'Mara, 1991; 1 1; Thomas, 1991). 

1 
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Broad definitions to all individual among 

people while narrow definitions refer to u,",u'un., who are in or 

ethnic ........ ~n,.. UeSPll[e the definitions of the 

concept, one " .. ,,:.u ,",u 

on membership 

affect social 

to diversity identities based 

and aeITIo:gra:prulc rr""'\1.nC' identities 

", ..... uv ... " in organisations 

Diversity is crPl1iP1"~ understood as 

o 'Mara, 1 1 TPlrpnrp" in and 

Cox, 

i .... "'0 ........ '., 1991; 

are not really problematic but in 

certain situations TTPlrPn("P<:! can oec:orrle U\.4LUo".,.., or obstacles interrupt the 

smooth flow our activities or nT,\"p"", of goal 

achievement \1o'lo."""><U, 1991). 

Workforce cannot be understood as a 'state' but to conceptualised 

as a process. are on a process of diversification. 

Creating workforce The process 

also involves a working that at all levels of 

the organisation. The process of diversification on the way 

organisation is and the flow communication within organisation. It 

affects organisational culture. Workforce 

a initiative for 

Workforce diversification can understood as a 

ethics: It in opposition to more traditional "",I'U"'.",.,,U,,"""" of organisations 

underlying uniformity. and homogeneity are 
." • • .< 

to 

Almost without exception the pn~se:ntea workforce diversity as 

having implications for gaI1l1SaUOIls The 

IS fact that "'''1''lrf°r.,.(,p. diversity causes 

but is ultimately constructive, and potentially essential, 

organisations their survival modem world. 

2 
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scholars have developed conceptual models in an attempt to 

broaden ufllaer'st8:namg of the concept. The two most "' ..... '"',.> models as by 

NImmo & (1997) will reviewed. 

Interactional of Cultural Diversity 

The model of cultural designed (1993) u .... u .. , .. uC> that 

ill group among individuals (both physical and cultural 
" 

identities) interact with an intricate of individual, nlt::r-I'a-OIUP. and 

organisational (the diversity to impact on 

both individual and processes (Cox, 1 

individual as predicted by model are into affective respo]ase 

variables satisfaction, identification job involvement, 

U'Pl'l'1P1'1T variables like performance and compensation. 

Organisational outcomes are divided level outcomes which include 

attendance, turnover and of work and Se(:onlO outcomes which include 

orJ~arlls'ltloiflal performance or profits. The 

ImrlaCt (Cox, 1993). 

are based on directness 

The is grounded two assumptions. workforce will 

UUJ, ........ ,"""''"' measures at both ,..,l"In11<1" J5CUU"",.UV.UU levels. 

Secondly, the of the organisational context for is primary in 

determining the identity oltteren~::es on 

effectiveness will be good or bad. 

. A recent study Strydom & (1998) attempted to assess the applicability 

the U"IT,,.,.,<>r'T1 model of diversity in a South compames 

an interview The key was that while 

acknowledged the potential advantages diversity, they not yet experience a 

pressing to optimise 

3 
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are a number gCJIcr.:u trends emerged of the results 

to believe 

study. (1) 

The show a .'-'HV.'-'~''"' for human resource H~,""~UOVL 

importance of managing yet the UViHIUCUlL 

necessarily diversity. (2) Minority ar,."nnc have to ", .. ",HUH"","" 

monolithic the sample and there 

is little cornnlmH~S are indifferent to 

components monocultural to multicultural companies 

& Erwee, 

The study found that South African cOInp,iru~es are wary some of the 

models used by their American counterparts to effect gatllS~U10nal change 

H.lU.l.lUE;'-' workforce (Strydom 1996). 

A Frameworkfor Understanding the Dynamics of Diversity Teams 
aC1i:SOll. May Whitney cited in Nkomo Cox, 1997) nrl"CP1'1T a 

model of more than variables j;Z,U.l,U"''-' ..... into a conceptual designed 

to facilitate better understandings of the 

not attempt to identifY 

of diversity work teams. 

om;nlt)S between the complex array 

model 

three main components model are (1) aspects of 

and prol~ess!es and (3) manifestations/consequences (Jackson et 

1995, 

three 

in Nkomo & Cox, 1997). three components are across 

analysis - individual, and and contextualised 

and 

diversity can understood as a characteristic 

an and group as a individuals, as the 

characteristic 

diversity as either 

(sex, race 

work group The TnP'Urnlrv specifies dimensions of 

task-related (tenure, education, or relations-oriented 

framework .... 0''>''"''''.''' that the ag~rreli!atllon 

likeness team profile """,,,,,,.., outcomes personal performance, 

4 
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power balances and team creativity. relationship, run".,,! IS by task 

and relational variables like attention, recall,.?illd 

and affective responses (Jackson et aI, 1995, 

All three models have similar frameworks 

about what variables are meaningful when 

diversity. They are not parsimonious ... "' .... yv •• uv 

be converted to mathematical 

1997). 

The next section will outline 

workforce diversity. 

SECTION TWO: 

The extensive 

majority ofthe research, writing 

on how.to manage diversity. 

\.I..""'.",,, some 

IS 

UUi'ULJ'VH and ~~ J....,.~.A 

1997). 

are compilations of learnings 

"'.,."T.,,.,,n workforce 

propositions, which can 

analysis (Nkomo & Cox, 

literature on 

aernollstr'ltes that the 

area focuses 

Workforce 

fulfil 

sltlcatlon mt:rO(]lUC4~S a new context in which management needs to 

new .... u .... .5u • .5 context management's 

VAl',04A.,"><A,,1'> o~ecc'm(~s a process where management is 

5 
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affecting a process of a.\..L':l.I.J'.lH~ to ~ ... ~.,.,~ and creating change 

subordinates', actions. 

to manage diversity comes eXlSteltlCe of differences hejwf~en IJ""""IJ' .... 

~L"'-' ... UllfJ, 1998). Managing IS to work with IJ'-'''''IJ, .... 

backgrounds in a manner individual to reach 

potential, in pursuit of organisational obllecltlV(~S without being subject to 

Iscmrnlllltlcm or disadvantage because considerations (Torres & 

1992; Gardenswartz & l' Kandola & Fullerton, 1994; .L"-V'UJ.H.d.Ul, 

1 

U""Ul"'5Hll5 diversity involves aP1:lre(:latmg the differences nPI'I.,,,,·n 

and ensuring that the 

& Mayhugh, 

not hinder professional 

underlying assumption is that and workforce diversity 

a to develop an organisational that works for all It is 

understood by the majority of authors as a positive process which does not to 

or contain diversity, but rather to support and empower members of the 

to perform at their best 1992), 

rpt'''' ..... ~·t1 to as melting-pot ""''M,rn" 

(Carr-Ruffino, 1996). The am)ro:acn advocates the .. ","UJ.J.J,l ... JLVH 

"PT'OP1"lt groups into the dominant melting-pot approach uUliJU'"'' that 

I ,p,-... nl'p is wrong or inferior approach to cultural is to 

it The goal of the approach is to eliminate cultural differences through 

.....,..,u. .. ''' ...... JH (Simons, Vasquez 1993). 

approach 

.LVl"'HJl~ ""''''''''-U£'\1'''''' to "''''''''UllU''',''' 

"''''''UHJl.J.''''.lVH is stifling 

6 

U<-Wl ...... C.UJ'E> to organisational "'.L.L'~"''' 

umaPt)ea potential. In a competitive 

tend to out 
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organisations that better accommodate them and provide a supportive multicultural 

approach. 

Carr-Ruffino (1996) documents the transition from the melting-pot approach, which 

failed to create equal opportunities for minority groups, and describes how it was 

superseded by the legal approach. 

The legal approach emphasises the need to legislate for equal employment 

opportunity and affirmative action. This approach has focused on meeting legal 

requirements and has failed to promote the valuing or managing of diversity. It 

highlights the need to achieve equality of opportunity in the workplace through 

changing organisational demographics (Gardenswartz & Rowe, 1993). The legal 

approach is considered remedial action where specific target groups benefit as past 

wrongs are remedied. Similar to the melting-pot approach this approach assumes that 

groups will assimilate into the system as opposed to the system adapting to 

incorporate new norms. 

Both the above approaches were superseded by the development of the valuing 

diversity approach. Valuing diversity has emerged as a popular theme in the literature 

on workforce diversity. Valuing difference emphasises the appreciation of 

differences and creating an environment in which each individual feels valued and 

accepted (Gardenswartz & Rowe, 1993). 

Valuing diversity provides organisations with a much richer environm_ent, a variety of 

viewpoints and paradigms and greater productivity. Its major contribution is its 

emphasis on the richness of ideas that diversity brings to the organisation (Copeland, 

1988). 

The valuing diversity approach to understanding workforce diversity emphasises 

learning about and understanding the needs and interests of one's workforce. The 

valuing diversity approach encourages organisations to create and articulate a 

corporate vision and mission that their workers can identify with, and to participate in 

and behave in ways that demonstrate respect to and value of all individual workers 

(Lewan, 1990). 

7 
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The valuing movement advocates the (Carr-

Ruffino, diversity as an asset that valuable opportunities like 

and marketing savvy 1996). 

(1996), Clark (1995) (1995) maintain that 

the to diversity is based on 

educating to make appropriate emerged in the 

1980s of the managing to workforce 

valuing difference is a imperative designed 

and performance. 

diversity, which is ethically as it is based on morals 

which for culture diversity is strategically 

IS organisational members 

their cultural mores accommodated and 

managing diversity is because of the potential 

organisational outcomes it (Gardenswartz 1 

of authors argue that while ...... 'u .... 0 .. "5 is often associated 

COllcepts like equal employment and .................... .. action, they are ess.en1tlaJl) .... u ... ~' ... ,., •. H 

nrn,{,p<;l'<;lP<;l altogether C9ardenswartz 

-'-'''' .... vu (1997) explains 

into on~anlsaltlOrlS 

groups. Implementing 

workforce . .l YHIU"511j'5 

gaIllsalHonal environments 

potential. Employment equity is 

1993; Human, 1991; 

action progranlffies are """"""'''JlO''.<O for 

previously discriminated .... p;, ... , ... ., individuals 

""".tvn results in a demographically diverse and 

initiatives on 

all members are able to fullest 

result of both affirmative 

....... " ..... 0 .. "5 diversity (Human, 1 Human, 1995). The former .,.,,,' ..... ., in a diverse 

while the latter ensures effective management 

Conte:mr)orary work on HHjlUa511Jl5 diversity is grounded in the multicultural approach 

1996). is founded on the principles valuing diversity 

8 
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1"' ............ ",."'1"" culture to <'ll .. ' ... ".-1:n'" and nurturing work and advocates ,-.h'Jln .... '''''' 

environments for all "'.u .. .nv (Carr-Ruffino, 1996). 

The multicultural to managing workforce at increasing 

corporate power unitising the potential (Thomas, 1990). 

reason companies 

approaches to is that policies action do 

with the causes and inequality, nor do develop the potential 

man and woman a company. In companies competitive advantage, 

goal of managing from a multicultural is to develop the to 

accept, empower the diverse diverse workforces (Thomas, 

1990). 

The 

advantage. 

competitive 

on uu,cU".E.UJ5 diversity 

...... , ...... "'. Managing ...."'F..v' .... uy driven in that it 

which are seen to to organisational 

allows all employees to reach their 111<'<""1111UJl11 potential is no a 

social ... "''''''''" ... ,",,,,",un,,,,", survival (Copeland, 1988; Cox & 

Mandrell & Kohler-Gray, 1990; Price, 

as 

but is critical 

; Crockett, 1999; 

Scheinder, 1 

Whitehead, 1999). 

Thomas & Thomas, 1990, 

Cox & (1991) identify six areas good management can create a 

advantage from uTr ... lrifr. .. ,-", diversity: (1) cost, (2) resource acquisition, (3) 

L~"''''Ut">, (4) creativity, (5) solving, (6) organisational flexibility. They 

9 
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to cost and resource as 'inevitability-of-diversity' latter 

four areas are referred to as 'value-in-diversity hypothesis' in that workforce diversity 

brings net-added processes through areas. 

cost rp<1'p~l'{'h that delno:nstratl~s J. a "",u,,,aU'lIUi:> fail to 

UllJLlV.HU"i:> as (Cox & Blake, 

1991). Data .u .... "'''''.''' T'U· ........ '<T"" ... and absenteeism 

garnsal10l1S that learn to effectively u1. ...... /:;'" 

""' ..... u.,~ ... v .. ~u integration will have a 

these groups. 

facilitate greater 

those that do not 

Morrison, 1992, 

1990; Carr-Ruffino, 1996; 

higher 

groups and 

advantage than 

& Blake, 1991; 

The 'Ua~HV'U is based on 

management 

Cotnp,imjeS that develop 

good reputatlotlS 

personnel 

1991). 

1 ; Keenan, 1 

attract retain the 

U"'''''''L",vu.1992; Rosen & 

Williams & (1994) conducted a study to assess the impact of a managing 

diversity perceptions of aaJ.lli:>"'UVU"'l attractiveness. The 

used an ext)er:lm!~nt'il ....... ,>ii',u in which potential impact that a 

on its resource 

brochures 

was that 

more positive 

",,,,,VLLVJ, ... ,, to 

V.l.5,aJ.1!i:>""'VH communicated that it 

policy as opposed to a COlnnlltrnel1t to affir:mative action or 

opportunities. Individual's an that described a 

policy in their brochure more attractive than 

a'UJU""UV.l." that did not discuss & Bauer, 1994). 

a"UHV1.U suggests 

serlslIlvu:y that ........ ·UJ.L.V .. .:> 

improve these 

UH<tLlVU .... organisations, 

to 

i:>15Hl.l.LVQJ,U ways (Cox 

U ........ "'.ll'''' of diversity in relation to ..... 'l·,..Ir"'tC' are not restricted to 

""'MA ....... ., ........ ' .. .,. Creating a diverse ensures that the workforce 

10 
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same backgrounds and sensitivities as the market it 

communities which it operates (Crockett, 1999; McNerney, 1994; 

Overman, 1991; 1 Whitehead, 1999). 

creativity ...... }'o, •• uu."'~n 

paradigms should ...... ..,rrn,"'" 

organisational 

The "",,,rpTrI 

managmg 

standardised. In{"r .. "" .. n 

environmental changes 

on idea that differences in ",,,,r.,n"'f't·nl~"" and 

of creativity within organisations. UHU .... ' ...... 

"rO"l1 ........ ..,t where it is WUlenilO()(] 

solving will result in better 

-.L'-... .LUllV, 1996; Copeland, 1988; Cox & Blake, 1991). 

on idea that a multicultural model for 

be more fluid and less determinant and 

to flexibility in adapting to 

& Blake, 1991; Kanter, 1991). 

Crockett (1999) and Rice (1994) the arguments for managing diversity 

are many and varied. key "1. f5 .... ULVU .. , rrlaultaln that the world's and individual 

country's labour pool are invariably order to be successful in this 

constantly changing climate it sense to create diverse 

workforces that reflect 

Research conducted by 

workforce will 

because the assets 

eUectlve management of 

a more timely manner 

utilised. 

The importance of managing a U'''''''''''"''''' f"IPf·<:f"Il"'l'.n is captured in the 

advantages that a 

risk of limiting the pool of 

work force 

following quotation: "Any business 

diverse work force provides, does so at 

talented people ... of losing the dynamic "".."",ro'" 

provides ... and of alienating customers." 1 

11 

497). 
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second key area in the literature on managing diversity is researcl on 

how to go about managing diversity effectively. There are a 

at a perfect model for managing diversity. For 

a limited selection of these attempts will be pn~sente:d 

"" .. , ...... "" they are representative of the kind of work area. 

~,,"H.U"'''' (1990) argues that managers need to and 

order to cater for a 

change process, and the uu,uaF,\.". 

are no rules on the rights 

are encouraged to work with 

IS a 

but managers 

",d.U'UUi:> to new problems. 

In order to manage diversity, uu"uaF,"'''' 

organisations. If organisations 

readdress the problem. 

IS to 

Thomas (1990) highlights ten basic Fl"'"' .... "'J.u .. ,,'" .... '''''..,J.j-,...L .. ' .... to satisfactory 

performance from a new for managers to 

clarify their motivation behind n .. ""-UJuF, to IIli,iIli,i!i;C:: a suggests 

that sound business reasons should motivation to manage diversity. 

Thomas (1990) argues that L .. UJ ..... 5 .... L to develop a vision of workforce diversity, 

fully tapping the human resource potential of every which is grounded on an 

member of their 

its openness to 

diversity. 

Walters (1995) 

areas 

HJ.aua!'; .... workforce "",."' .. "', 

of successful 

a workforce, 

12 

are 

nature of one's organisational culture and 

in attempting to effectively manage 

(1990) guidelines by identifying four critical 

management style in order to effectively 

bases these critical areas on the 

u,,,,rlrl',,,r,'",,, diversity are difficult and 

iU"'.liUi.i .... U are designed to increase the possibility 

areas are (1) commitment towards 

strcltelf!lC context of workforce diversity, (3) 
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to 

areas 

,",U""UFo''''''' to the constellation of the 

......... , ......... ,," of diversity management. 

corlceIn that ignored could result in the 

oe(:;ormnlg divisive within organisations. The 

recognIse 

organisational 

customers. 

into the advantages of diversity. They 

lnrlrtn·,.f'''' diversity not only for the internal 

relationships with its markets and 

Ernest H. Drew, the '"""""'''''''''''-', the chemical giant, is quoted in Rice's 

(1995) article outlining key 

expands on the above gUI.aeIIIn€~S 

""1-1-"",.. ... ",,, diversity management. Drew 

business. These variables include amlInltng 

Increase 

treated like a" .... ·,..,."'· ....... 

management involves <l",,,,, .... ,." 

within organisations to avoid umt1ec:es~;an 

an ethos of equality within 

compensation "'HeT"'''''''' 

perception of ""U.u,."."" 

that v ... F-.... ue''' .. 'LnJ •• '' 

solutions to cre:atu1lR "' ..... u .... v ... , ... v".'" nj·nrL'1-n"" 

Carr-Ruffino (1996) ap1Jlro:alchc~s the 

emphasising the to business, 

effective diversity H"''''' .... s'"'''''''', .. 

improving employee quality 

benefits of diversity to 

commitment from senior leadership to 

diversity should be 

eUectilve diversity 

males 

to create 

"",",''''1TU IIlanlag,emem is essential but 

a set 

wo,rK10r(;e diversity. 

Instead of 

importance 

.. uu""u,.,,,,,., that are aimed at 

Rosmarin (1992) argues that to meet contemporary ' ....... ,,"'uF-J''''.., of a diverse 

workforce in South Africa, employers need to appreciation of 

diversity and develop ways to affirm 

(1992) suggests a generic implementation nrr.f'''''''' 

involves challenging one's paradigms, C01t1atlCtlng a 

which 

13 
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h",.,..h,,,,,,,, and gaining buy-in, developing a 

U"IJ~Vj.U""j'uu,F. an action plan which is logistically 

nature Or!~anllSaltIOn and generating flexible "' ... ""1t"' ....... 

(1998) with the purpose of a ... vu ..... 

COlnpleteltlClieS for the management of diversity 

play. 

The un ....... '."" 

many ofthe same 

majority 

there is no 

to the 

question 

Dass & IJ.,,,,,IT,,, .. 

and is essentially about ,,"', ... .la..FlUJlFl individuals. 

indicate that although interpersonal competencies are 

"'u~,"""",""~,"-. management of diversity, other factors also come into 

delno:nst:rat(~d that more traditional labour relations competencies 

and collective aspects of the employment relationship are 

"""VUj,F. a model interpersonal competencies to manage 

..... ,.'''' .... ,u organisations (Kemp, 1998). 

.nnJ·"'.,.C'1nl uL<'l.lJ.a,FI'"'.lu'-'J' ... are founded on the belief that 

opportunity to optimise all members of the 

1994). They differ in the specifics but share 

that there is one formula or model to 

"'U"""~.Ljl" prograIltlffiatic 

more recent suggests that 

approach 

perspectives and 

to ........... ,O .... '"O 

performance. The framework is 

faced with a number of unique 

perspectives of management, 

among diversity pressures, £""'''''0'''

predicted to improve organisational 

14 
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responses is 
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economic and nOJ[}-eCOlllorIDC (Dass indicates that the 

best reSOOllse to u." ........ ,F> .. ,'f"> u''' .. lri-........ ,.,'''' diversity is particular as opposed to universal. 

SECTION THREE: FOCUS OF CURRENT RESEARCH 

PROJECT 

following section provides a of res:ealrcn and attempts to 

its 

is a substantial and fast body .-... .... ,u .... ..., that highlights explicit 

connection between and the economic results 

achieved. Some research has found strong causal links between investing in 

and & Veiga, 1999). which 

Ul,...· .. rr",· .. " at centre of their to produce ... ~, .. ". 

term returns to shareholders than industry "'-""u", .... "', Wetzker Xhonneux, 

1997). Throughout the world, closer attention is being given to the significance of the .-
individual ip organisations, and society.(Rosmarin, 1992). The work on div~rsity like 

"''''''"f">'U'f"> diversity and valuing diversity that 

contribution to an orra~sation should be ~ppreciated (Rosmaiin, 1,992). 

gaIllS~lt10In achieves competitive advantage by using people successfully, 

drawing on their expertise, capacity ingenuity to meet objectives 

1997). management involves balancing the needs an organisation's human 

resource with of the while at the same taking' 

feelings and emotions at work into consideration (McKenna 

primary of human resource HHl'Ua.,",,'-'lU'-""U is the achievement of 

organisational goals by managing the organisations' mo~t valued resource, its 

In organisations are embarking on diversification a ...... , ....... ''"'. 

VH .... UF>'~.., take place the make-up ofthe workforce and have 

implications for the way the workforce is managed and the way the working 

environment is In to effectively one needs to have a 

15 
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real and infonned understanding of what the experience of working in a diverse 

workforce involves and what consequences or implications it has for individual 

workers. 

While management is responsible for motivating staff, they are equally responsible 

for the quality of their employees' working lives. The current research is of value 

because it attempts to reflect the perceived nature of the working environment of 

people working in a diverse workforce. Employees are entitled to a meaningful work 

experience. Workforce diversification alters the experience of individuals accustomed 

to working in homogenous workforces. How individuals understand these alterations 

and how they impact on the individual's experience of work and work life is a key 

objective ofthis study. 

The current research project focuses on the experience of the actual workforce in the 

process of change and diversification and attempts to assess the realities of workforce 

diversity for the people working within it. The research can add value to the area and 

enhance our understanding of how to manage the challenges of workforce diversity by 

first understanding what it means to the people it involves. The research is situated in 

the centre ofthe interactionist model as it explores the subjective experiential forces 

at play there. 

The aim of the project is to construct a model to explain the experience of working in 

1;l'diverse workforce. The aim is to investigate diversity from an individual, subjective 

perspective. This proj ect aims at uncovering the meanings ascribed to the experience 

of working in a diverse workforce . 

. The project entails uncovering how individuals understand the experience of working 

in a diverse workforce. It is based on the assumption that to effectively manage 

diversity one needs to understand what the experience means to the individuals who 

live and work within diversity. Research demonstrates that in most inter-cultural 
---,- - ,,--~--~------ - -- - ~-- -~ ---:.~- -- . ".. . ----- - - --. --. 

s~ttings, differential rank is given according to stereotyped notions about the attitudes 
---- - - _. 

apd_behaviours of different groups (Human, 1995). The project attempts to unpack 

some of these stereotypical ideas and assess how they impact on people's experience 

of working in inter-cultural situations. 

16 
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Workforce diversity involves people having to come to terms with a changing 

workforce. It is about learning to understand cultures, one's own and others' (Carr

Ruffino, 1996). It affects individuals personally in that they have to start learning to 

handle their prejudices and to work with people they may be unfamiliar with (Carr

Ruffino, 1996). It requires that individuals look at the myths and stereotypes they 

have about different groups, be it gender or racial stereotypes. The experience could 

be about a variety ofthings for individuals. The current research project is designed to 

assess what those things are. The research can contribute a theoretical basis on which 

management can build their diversity management programmes or develop responses 

to the issues that diversity creates for employees. 

Managing diversity has proved a complex and difficult task. This is partly related to 

the fact that each individual is complex and that social identity is convoluted, dynamic 

and changeable (Price, 1997). Individuals from differing cultural backgrounds may 

share much in common on some social variables and differ greatly on others. It is 

important to understand the kinds of meanings individuals attach to workforce 

d.iversity and the impact of how they make sense of the situation on their behaviour in 

order to manage it. 

Having reviewed the literature on diversity it is apparent that the majority of research 

and practice is focused on what managers need to do to maintain a viable and efficient 

workforce amidst rapid and significant changes. In a review ofthe worst diversity 

practices Frost (1999) claims that current diversity best practice research fails to 

collect data from all levels of the organisation. Collecting information exclusively 

from managers or human resource practitioners is insufficient if one wants to 

formulate effective responses to workforce diversity. This documented paucity of 

information from other levels of the organisation is a key justification for the current 

research and its focus on the subjective experience of employees. 

Managing diversity is a process designed to create an organisational environment and 

culture which does not attempt to control or contain diversity, but allows individuals 

to perform to their potential. Rosmarin (1992) argues that an awareness of the 

differences between people will assist organisations to meet their market place needs. 

17 
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The current research goes beyond the aware of the differences 

between people is important, to developing an ...... ".'-'.".'"""~" .. u,F> of what the experience 

of working in a diverse workforce means to 

One ofthe aims ofthe current research is to ground the research process 

within a sound methodological 

theoretical foundation to the 

theoretical knowledge 

'lU" ... r<l of work that has 

m a of .......... , ... "' .... '" 

Despite numerous and 

to establishing a deeper 

wOlrlG:or(~e diversity. The prevailing state of 

WOlrlGOr(~e diversity is problematic. The 

conducted by practitioners, 

grounding (Nkomo & Cox, 1997). 

"P,''''HU rarely have these efforts 

"'HU"'''' & Ely, 1996). had substantial impact on V1.E;aUl""UV.1UU enectlVe:ness 

Research shows that two neI'Sntlctrves "'_,'~_~ most diversity initiatives: 

discrimination-and-fairness acc:ess:-3IilcHegltlm __ J paradigm. The 

former is based on creating equal OPloorturutIc~s within organisations, and latter is 

based on the principles of of differences. Both 

perspectives have merit but are capacity to extract the real potential 

benefits from a diversified & Ely, 1996). 

A third paradigm is 

incorporates aspects 

diversity to approaches to 

informs 

that 

how members 

the leaming-and-effectiveness 

two paradigms but goes further by concretely 1UU',"'o 

underlying understanding of diversity that 

the varied perspectives and amJroaclles to 

orgarrlsations. The paradigm 
~ 

on 

how they design 1..11.'..'\.1\.1,;);)\.1;). 

goals, frame tasks, create ettectIve communicate ideas and 

members of diverse nT/Yl1n" Ely, 1996), When 

companies develop 

organisations' ~"""V"'V""" 

doing so, ingividuals are 

relate more coherently to 

18 

by challenging basic assumptions 

.... ..,1".."'", opeI'atlon:s, practices and ~.,-,..,,,, ........ 

to more of their whole to 

work that they do (Thomas & Ely, 1996). 
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UVAU"" & Ely (1996) argue that organisations need to take a more UVJ'hH"'" 

which sees it as providing a fresh and meaningful ",VJ,"UJ'V .. '"VLJ. nature 

and the workplace. Organisational leadership 

towards diversity in order to reap the powerful V"'A.''''.u .. " 

can generate. Taking a 

will result in increased profitability but, 

organisational learning, creatiyity, 

rapid and """","",",,"""''''1 

V"f,,",U,,,,.AUV""" made up of diversified 

V ............... FoJ.'eA' organisations need to 

In 

gatl1S~ltlOnal and individual 

'"'''','u" ... ...,''' this new 

to more 

about internal and external en'rmmnlerlt, org~Lilllial].onal structure and task. 

The current research project is in line 

understanding workforce diversity 

understanding of the experiences of 

emphasises the importance of the individual's 

make sense of the different perspectives and apt)roactles 

places the individual at the centre of "tt~'rnr.t1 

how to manage it. It is designed to uncler~;tarLa v,,'orJetorce 

perspective ofthe individual. 

Organisations worldwide are 

~~o~ps (Price, 1997). The research project 

exp~rienceof workforce 

paradigm 

It atte:mpts to 

It 

diversity and 

the subjective 

"' ......... Hf">.J diverse work 

better understandings of 

facilitate better 

workforce it is essential In order to reap 

managers understand the real .., .... uu ... F", .. .." attitudes, behaviours 

and perceptions of their 

key elements that'make 
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The following offers a brief description of the context of the research 

Section 2.1 outlines the broader context which African 

are operating. Section beg;mDlllg with an to the 

""'Iii""'U and moving to a "'h~HUJ,lU.'.lVH of the cornmlnH~e "\~,",HUH. the 

actual 

generalisability 

methodology""""''''''''" 

applicability of the 

document. 

to 

will 

context of the res:erurch and 

South Africa's first democratic election held on April 1994 marked of an 

of international isolation and the partitioning of African 

(Shaw, The African population and the are attempting 

to deal devastating repercussions of Apartheid and Apartheid legislation. 

retJlerC:USl)lOllS include a divided economic with huge 

between white and rich poor, and educated (Shaw, 

1997). 

political negotiation of the current Constitution have produced 

a radically new context within which South Africans and South organisations 

operate (Finnemore, 1998). Workplaces are 

their own particular mixture of cultural influences and South African 

workplaces labour relations had affected Apartheid. of 

the South involve deep racial divides between 

skilled and unskilled workers, poorly educated lack 

training and personnel development, authoritarian U"'CUU,5,",lHv'lU styles and aeIlcn 

or(ne(~t1cln for most employees. 

South historical context sudden has in new workplace 

U'"'111 .... 1U.:> such as affirmative action need for greater workforce 

20 
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Factors increased worker gen.oer equality, 

demands the 

of traditional healers - contribute to 

... ,,,vn .• ,, - such as recognition 

u .. ..,-"va. ..... organisational VU''''A'!",'''' 

factors are the products social vll<UlJ;;:."', 

with new internal external environmental demands agendas (Brotherton, 

1999). Workforce is a manifestation of social vU~~'I'>V' 

With transformation of South Africa towards democracy a new of legislation 

has promulgated to ensure 

(66) 1995, the Basic '.AJIIUUJ'VU" 

transformation, like Labour 1.'-. •• dl' .... "U" Act 

the Employment Act 

1998, and nn'''''P11T Act~ 

The Employment 

workforce diversification 

1998 to of 

The primary purpose of the is twofold. 

it aims to attain equity in the workplace by a.UVJ.H5 equal opportunity and 

fair treatment employment the eradication of unfair discrimination. 

Secondly, it attempts to create equity by implementing aftimlatllve action measures to 

many of which will be ..,lHUaJ.A.U15 on 

with the requirements of the Act. 

In comply 

In locating a 

to 

this in 1996 it became apparent 

to find a workforce was adequately 

representative or diverse. The long the was 

promulgated at the most organisations that were 

res:ealrcn sites did not demonstrate diverse or diversifying workforces. 

a number 

attempt to identify an 

21 
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The committee section of the South African parliament was chosen as the research 

site because a year earlier they had initiated a huge recruitment exercise, hiring 

between 30 and 40 new staffmembers. Their hiring policy emphasised achieving 

diversity amongst their workforce. 

Diversity as understood in the context of this research involves racial and cultural 

difference. Initially the researcher's definition of diversity included gender differences 

but this factor did not commonly emerge as an element in the participants' 

understanding of diversity. It became increasingly apparent that gender differences 

were not understood under the umbrella of workplace diversity in the case, nor in the 

majority ofliterature reviewed on diversity. Diversity is also understood as an 

ongoing process as opposed to an end state achieved through affinnative action 

policies. The research refers to workforce diversification indicating the fact that the 

participants are working within a workforce in the process of diversifying. 

2.2 BACKGROUND TO THE CASE 

2.21 THE COMMITTEES OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN PARLIAMENT 

The South African Parliament is made up of two Houses: The National Assembly, 

which consists of members of the parties elected in the recent elections and the 

National Council of Provinces (NCOP), which consists of representatives from each 

province and the South African Local Government Association. 

The National Assembly and NCOP are divided into Committees. Committees in 

Parliament are responsible for processing, discussing, changing and rej ecting bills 

(draft laws) that come from the Cabinet. Parliamentary committees playa key role in 

the process of building democracy and public involvement in Parliament. In the 

National Assembly these committees are called Portfolio Committees and in the 

NCOP they are called Select Committees. The National Assembly has a committee 

for each Minister and government department, while in the NCOP each committee 

deals with several government departments. 

Committees are responsible for discussing draft laws, consulting with the public, and 

holding government accountable for bills passed and laws made or changed. 

22 
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committee or secretaries who the 

11liJrnent;;try committees. clerk's job is to give administrative and 

support to the cornrnLittt:~es. 

The 

as 

overseas 

The committee also act 

law and 

correct procedure. 

to 1996 the .... vu,J.uu 

committee ",pr'1"plr~M 

Parliament. 

had worked 

policy underlying 

section consisted approximately twelve committee 

staff increased to approximately forty 

to accommodate new demands significantly 

1996 almost 

organisation 

recruitment 

cOJtnIlrnt1tee clerks were and many 

or more. 

beginning in 1996 was to ensure a ratio 

men and women. The operated to affirmative 

principles. 

At the time of the the committee consisted committee 

four senior clerks, two heads, two deputy one 

a section head, and twenty assistants. 
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CHAPTER THREE - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The study involved a qualitative investigation into the experience of working in a 

diverse workforce. Qualitative Research often involves the use of an array of 

strategies and methods to gather and analyse a variety of empirical data (Coffy & 

Atkinson, 1996). The intention ofthis chapter is to outline and discuss the qualitative 

approach, research strategy and techniques that were employed in this research 

process. 

The following chapter is divided into three sections and a number of subsections. 

Section 3.1 introduces the research paradigm in which the research was conceived and 

contextualised. Section 3.2 outlines the research methodology and techniques. Section 

3.2 is divided into the following subsections: 3.21 sampling, 3.22 data collection and 

procedure and 3.23 data analysis. The data analysis subsection is broken down further 

into sections dealing 3.231 data reduction, 3.232 data display and 3.233 conclusion 

drawing and theory development. Section 3.3 addresses the issue of researcher bias 

and discusses the issues of reliability and validity in relation to the research project. 

3.1 THE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH PARADIGM 

The first step in the research process involved assessing what data was wanted and 

then how it was going to be collected. In answering the latter question the researcher 

initiated the research process by making an explicit statement about the kind of 

research she was conducting and the kinds of results the process would produce. 

Qualitative data analysis was chosen, as it is congruent and appropriate with the 

research problem. Qualitative data analysis manages meaningful talk and action 

(Coffy & Atkinson, 1996). Meaningful talk and action are the shared characteristics 

bonding all qualitative data types and analytic approaches (Coffy & Atkinson, 1996). 

One unifying theme of qualitative research is its interest in how individuals ascribe 
----" _. -- -"- -., ~ --. 

meaning to their acts and problems and what those meanings_are,Jhusmaking.it the 

most relevant research paradigm for this project. This project aims at uncovering the --- .... ---- -. ----
meanings ascribed to the experience of working in a diverse workforce. It aims at 
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nJP'r1nu how understand of working within a diverse 

paradigm should not be "'J;::. .. 'L ....... ' ... as a discrete 

"''''~''''vn'''' <ll"1"nT11h.l that should data 

challenges 

and 

~"L"."'" within this cyclical process is one 

& Atkinson, 1996). 

data a source of grounded infonnation. provide rich 

(Miles & descriptions identifiable local "'VLJ .. "," 

1994). Qualitative data investigations ..,,,,,,n1'>n 

is a quality of certainty.in.the.findings.ofqualitative that they "''-''·''''''1t 

subjects' words to express meanings offer real, in-depth meaningful 

H,-a'.LUi! (Miles 1994). 

Qualitative is conducted and contact with a 

situation; a reflective ofthe experience research subjects 

(Tesch, 1990). Qualitative data attempts to represent a systemic and coherent ..... , .... ",,,'" 

ofthe situation. 

the inside 

collection on the perceptions local players from 

The qualitative approach with its "'''1.l-.IL'''''''1.'' on 'lived is inherently 

suited for locating the meanings individuals ascribe to ",,,p'nt,, processes and structures 

of their lives, presuppositions (Van 

qualitative aDt)rOCiCn is also well the discovery 

areas (Miles 1994). \,U,,''''~,'''' ... 'u m one, a 

review ofthe and writings aL\J'UH.U workforce 

of conceptual and theoretical our knowledge 

Manen, 

exploration 

thorough 

highlighted a 

phenomenon. 

strategy to ,",,,,,,LUj,..., 

qualitative research "1T~I1"p<lh.! was adopted as the most effective 

original to field diversity and 

simultaneously confront some of the 

conceptualisations of the field. 

mour and 
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3.1.1 CASE STUDY METHOD 

The research strategy used in this project took the fonn of an extended case study 

(Yin, 1984). A case study research strategy can be understood as an action plan which 

helps the researcher move effectively from point A to B (Yin, 1984). It lays out a 

blueprint for the study. A strategy or conceptual framework is important in order for 

the logic of the study to be defensible. 

Case study methodology is used for a number of reasons: (1) to explore new areas and 

issues where little theory is available or measurement is unclear, (2) to describe a 

process or the effects of an event or an intervention, especially when such events 

affect many different parties and (3) to explain complex phenomenon (Kohn, 1997). 

Although typically associated with exploratory research, Yin (1994) argues that the 

methodology is equally powerful for explanatory purposes because of its ability to 

answer how and why questions. Case studies can be explanatory or causal, descriptive 

or exploratory or a mixture ofthese (Yin, 1984). 

A case can be understood as a phenomenon of some kind occurring in a bounded 

context. One ofthe greatest challenges of working within this methodological strategy 

is defining the case or 'bounding the territory' (Miles & Hubennan, 1994). 

As one of the first steps in the study the researcher needed to establish what the case 

was before embarking on the project. The focus ofthe study is committee clerks. The 

boundary of the case that is made up of the setting, concepts, sampling etc. is the 

committee section in general. The boundary of the case was further established 

through sampling operations that will be discussed later. 

The case study research strategy and qualitative data collection are tools used to 

extract data that is rich, to develop thick descriptions that are graphic and realistic and 

contained in a real context. (Miles & Hubennan, 1994). The research project attempts 

to explain and explore individuals' experience of working in a diverse workforce. 
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, this study was conducted in the Committee 

Section ofthe South African Parliament. It focused specifically on committee clerks 

or secretaries. 

The unit of analysis in this project is the parliamentary committee clerks exclusively, 

as opposed to the entire committee section. The researcher chose this approach over 

an embedded case study analysing the whole committee section with different units of 

analysis because the other occupational groups within the section do not display the 

diversity of the committee clerks. Furthennore, by introducing numerous units of 

analysis the research aims would have had to shift to accommodate and account for 

extraneous variables. An extended case study was chosen to ensure a degree of 

commonality and consistency amongst the sUbjects. 

This research project attempts to develop an understanding ofthe experience of 

working within a diverse workforce. The research is both descriptive and exploratory 

and is designed to generate better understandings of the actual experiences of working 

within workforce diversity. 

This research strategy consisting ofthe case study method, qualitative tools and 

techniques facilitates abductive theory building (Blaikie, 1993). Abductive research 

strategies provide an alternative to the linear logic of inductive and deductive research 

strategies. 

Abduction is the operation used to produce social scientific accounts of social life and 

lived experience using the concepts and meanings used by social actors, and the 

activities in which they engage (Blaikie, 1993). Abductive research strategies are 

based on cyclic or spiral research processes appropriate for theory construction in 

Interpretive social science (Blaikie, 1993). 

The process of researching the experience of working in a diverse workforce is 

contextualised in Interpretivism. Interpretivist research is interested in meanings and 

interpretations, the motives and intentions which individuals employ in their everyday 

lives and which infonn their behaviour and which places them in the central position 

in social theory and research. According to Interpretivism, the social arena is the 
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,arena perceived and experienced by its members, from the 

therefore, the 

account. 

scientist's responsibility to explore 

(Blaikie, 1993). It 

explicate this 'insider' 

Abductive res:eaJrch recognises a number 

concepts and provide the 

social actors can 

can be social 

theories 

The principle of abductive reasoning was 

approached to uncover 

diverse The aim of the 

to their 

their social the context 

in the ".""c-,"""'''''' 

social action/interaction about which 

accounts social.:JL.Lt;;{tjctl descriptions 

""""Tnt''''' in terms of generated or 

in the way researcher 

nature of their of working 

was to extract everyday concepts 

and the nature of 

information 

develop a model to facilitate understanding of the ",,,,,.,,,, .... ,,,,,n,,,, 

a diverse workforce. 

Qualitative 

recognIses 

settings, 

The case study 

most a01JrOOn 

ordinary events 

allows for 

are 

worlds 

groundedness' 

researcher to 1oJU,U,",'J< data in close proximity to the given 

Vvl..,a,y.,v the researcher 

1984). It allows the 

or context. The 

a 

emphasis is on a specific and bounded phenomenon embedded 

influences 

the local context are not eradicated but tac:tm'ed into questions 

process. In .. v1"r'<>r·~1 qualitative 

non-obvious but critical issues is 

following 

process. 

outlines 

potential for eX!)OSllle latent, underlying or 

(Miles & Huberman, 1994). 

techniques research 
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3.2 ....... A:.I .. "u OF DEVELOPING THE CASE 

to with samples of people, o .. ", ....... ,y. their context 

","",un.H."";' technique used in and Hubennan, 1994). 

this project is LHUJ-""""'" sampling and the sample ~<"J"''''U can be 

described as 1'1111"1'11'1,n110 (Kuzel, 1992; Morse, 1989). "''''''''UIJ''UF> was 

considered because of the bounded nature and because 

processes have a logic 

.L"''''''.L'''~'VUL''''''' through random sampling techniques. 

cannot be 

study was also theoretically 

was driven by conceptual 

attempting to 

UP...,".H! numerous instances of it 

& 1967). The 

not out of a concern 

............ H.'F> of the experience 

investigated. The sample 

was 1..:1lIJ:st:u to discern 

conditions under which the construct nft,,, ... ,,t,,,<> 

it was used to 

sample was not 

the results to be to 

uU'.,-w,,,-,,,,,,, sampling is usually iterative in observes, talks to 

and collects documents process and this 

to new sampling decisions and new ob:servatlOnlS. At each stage of the resealrch 

orClce15s the researcher is making <UHII-'H";;;" decisions in an effort to 

highlight disparities, exceptions (Miles & Hubennan, 1 

of data gathering section consisted of thirty-two C01TInU 

""V1.",':>. The researcher uU''''U'.J altternp1ted to a hundred percent 

.......... HIJ.''''' used was a non-random because a number 

on leave, on extended overseas trips and some people 

invitations to participate Most of those who declined to 

heavy workload as reason. 

convenience sample 

men. Their ages ranged 

TUT,F"TlT" participants, eleven women 

years old to forty-five old. 

were 
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is the "", ... ,,..,...t,,,,,+ to articulate the racial investigation it is 

sample consisted women, one white 

man, three black men, one woman, two coloured VVVJlH""Jl~. 

three coloured men. of the are practising or non-

practising Christians a of denominations; one of the participants is a 

Hindu and three of the participants are practising ). ... ,"'''"' .. ).,,,. 

3.2.2.1 INTERVIEWS 

Interviews are a j;:,Ul,,,,,",U and principle source case study information 

1984). The data was \JU1.n"",,", ...... through open-ended, semi-structured in-depth 

interviews. Interviews of this nature were chosen UI;;I.,Q.U~,1;; case studies are geIlercill) 

about social interaction which to be reported and 11"1t"' ..... 1''''1~'''rI 

through 

transcribed to 1'\1'",,,,11 

Interviews ranged 

(Yin, 1984). 

",.."." .. ',,+'" rendition 

forty minutes to an hour 

had numerous informal conversations 

rough notes memos were drafted on 

interview 

experience 

on the interviewees' Det:celDtl()flS 

a diverse wClrK£orce. 

were audiotaped 

information exchange. 

thirty minutes. 

of the 1 .... 1""" .... ,r""."':,,"" 

The questions 

understandings 

The process U,-'U,,",'JU' interviews involved .. ,,,,,",,UJ .. ,,,, attentively to 

attempts at '-' .. JlIJUU1\.,U,", understanding and on preconceived 

about process involved subjects for de~lcnptl()ns of the 

expenence in a diverse 

V ........ H'J~. the processes, 

herself as an in the prclce~)s mindful 

self-reflection was that might the data. This process 

task of the study is to explicate the committee 

""'Hat;'" and experience UYf'l,1"1r1-nrl'''' diversity and 

expenence. 

account 

they to 

30 

on 

meanings 
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3.2.2.2 DIRECT OBSERVATION AND DOCUMENTATION 

Other means of gathering data involved direct observation and the analysis of relevant 

documents. By conducting the interviews 'on site' the researcher created 

opportunities for direct observation (Yin, 1984). Observing the organisation at work 

facilitated the researcher in developing a coherent understanding of the context in 

which the research took place. These observations played a supplementary role in the 

research process. 

Observations can range from formal to casual data collection activities (Yin, 1984). In 

this research observations were casual but of great value in developing an 

understanding of the organisational dynamics, ergonomic issues and environmental 

conditions within which the committee clerks work. The observational data was 

useful in supplying supplementary information about the phenomenon being studied. 

The observational data contributed to the researchers understanding of the context of 

the case study, but was not included in the analysis process. 

The analysis of the interviews is designed to outline the regularities, patterns in 

conceptualisations, identification and categorisation of characteristics and the 

exploration of their connections. The research aims at developing an understanding of 

the meaning of the individuals' work lives in the context of workforce diversity. 

To conclude this discussion on data gathering and before moving on to a discussion of 

the analysis process, the next section briefly confronts some of the issues around the 

researcher in the qualitative research process. 

3.2.3 DATA ANALYSIS 

The strength of qualitative research and qualitative data is dependent on the 

competence with which it is analysed (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In assessing how 

the data was going to be analysed the researcher investigated a number of options. 

While there are procedures for analysing case study evidence, the literature in this 

regard is somewhat vague. Most of the procedures identified are similar to general 

qualitative data analysis procedures. These procedures typically involve examining, 

31 
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categ()mnnl~, tabulating or otherwise 

of the study (Yin, 1984). 

decided that a broad 

~HE"U"E>"""''''' what was to be analysed 

.... , .. ,,"""'" to deal with the initial 

was needed, a ~.~_ .. _,..., 

in the study were 

of qualitative data ."'V"llU\.jU',i;) ~1r'1n'."...nn for texts 

analysis process can 

(3) conclusion 

(1 ) data reduction, (2) 

A"A"" .. U'-'U (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 

categorisation of primary me:m~~s 

........ '."'u .. , (Coffy & Atkinson, 1996). orClce1;S often involves coding the data. 

working within the qualitative res:erurcn paradigm are required to 

V~F,~""""" manage and recover the most of data. A 1J'-".1"""" 

this is by ascribing based on 

COIlcepts and constructs. By into manageable data 

sets units by with and from the information 

orclce:;s of coding involves from the data (Coffy & 

"""V .... UJl'"' should not be regarded as analysis itself but rather as parts 

.. '"' .. '"''''~ and techniques. process. There are a number of COalIng 

purpose is to establish links 

... " ..... h,..' .... '" or examples in 

the data. Coding 

,,",,\.IUll'L-,,- connects those sections to 

of data that can 

... u".u.n .. 'u as referring to or 

Qetlnf:Q as properties or components. 

,""",,,.AU';; to some specific topic or theme. """V .... <.i'L'" 

connects fragments to a or These concepts are 

interconnected and related to one "'''JH''''A 

the employment of technical COIlIng skills but the real work in 

'"''''' ........... rests in identifying and thinking about connections that are being 

sutlstantl;al analytic work involved analysis lies in how 

are and what relevant are by the coding ..... r{'\,('p" 
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& Atkinson, represent the between 

data,' that is, material such as transcripts or field 

one hand and the theoretical on the other." (Seidel 

1995,52). 

that are 

Coding 

on the other 

use qualitative data to with, in order to create 

and closely linked to 

data as it is reducing 

one hand 

it is readied for 

'"'U .... ,,", ..... to HU .. ,H ... ~;;,..,<ALH.., 

oprnerlt, transfonnation and 

reconceptualisation. 

The followed Seidel & (1995) description of the process of coding 

data. three key operations coding of her data. by (1) 

phenomena in highlighting 

examples instances of these order 

to discover disparities, and configurations. 

the transcripts repeatedly used a variety of multicoloured 

pens to relevant and repeated Using computer and 

through cutting and pasting, began to examples and 

participants common phenomena. 

files, were were 

analysed to discover 

Coding was employed as a heuristic rlP,{J'1f'P that ascribing to identify 

and data allows the data to thought about in , ....... ,...",,,1',,,"" 

and 

33 

reduction is used as a means data expansion. The was coded in 

it up and investigate it more analytical depth. '-'VUUll)::. was designed to 

to move np,.rnr,,, 

and/or 

1987) 

process of this project 

relevant data, 

workforce. 

and attempt to it creatively, 

, ....... UU'""VH, 1996; 

with coding as an VL.L',.,"''' way of labelling 

to the interviewees' .... L.l' ... U'_v of 

resew'cnler worked by using the 

,. 
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C'1'1"1'nTC' to prompt empirically "u,:>,uU,",,... thus allowing the codes to ",rn"'"I"(l,'" 

actual interviews. ,","'.I""'U are semantically related to 

r",",r",,,pnt Once the were ....... ' ........ "' .... they were operationally ... "' .... u"" ..... 

",-,V .... Ujl;;:;' involved naming phlenC)mlencm next task 

pattenlS and regularities in (Miles & Hubennan, 1994). 

pattern coding. Once the researcher attiemptt:a to 

introduce explanatory or ,"1'", .. ",,"1', captured an emergent ''',",.leu"" 

or explanation in the data. First level coa,mg categorises and summarises 

pattern coding or second clustering the categories 

sets or constructs (Miles & 1994). 

I.)"ti·",,"" ... v, ..... u.F. is a way into manageable 

Working with pattern vv, .... uF. c,omlDe.lS to generate ~~ J~'U" 

frameworks around area. Pattern coding 

as loosely bound 

researcher needs to be flexible about 

(Miles & Hubennan, 1994). 

patterns or 'chunks of meaning' 

res:erurch progresses. to evolve and change as 

coding facilitates analysis in that the process builds 

to results which emerge. are generated are located in patterns of 

these codes 

analysis of this 

connections. The outcomes 

presents a representation of the res:erurch 

3.2.3.2 DATA DISPLAY 

out the data. An integral the 

UUJ,ULI,UU::' of various 1-1 .... "''"'.0 

can seen 

next phase in the data display. Data 

data in a way that ....... ,. ... " ,",v, .. ..,. .... "", phenomenon comprehensible 

cited in Miles & Through display the researcher can 

"'A~JUULU the data and develop propositions about it. This is relJlre~;ented m 

more chapter the results of this T'PC!p<>lr£" 

prc)ce:ss and logic behind outlined in 

to 
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display is a 

organising the data in 

of analysis. (Miles ....... ~'A .. Jl ... H, 1994). It involves 

a way that the researcher can descriptive and 

explanatory conclusions about phenomenon in bounded contexts like this case study. 

research was ~~~'Ah'A_~ to explore an aspect workforce from a new 

perspective 

workforce. 

experience. 

WClrKJmg within a 

to develop theoretical about 

"lVIJHJl/:. "'~1JU'''1 theory out of the data involves identifying groups of 

concepts that are VAE-,UU."'''U in some form. Theory elopment operates on a ....... u~,~ .. 

concepts (Wolcott, 1992). It is of levels from theory to U ... U.UJL ... .rA 

the aim of this to develop some explicit statements about 

a diverse nr ..... ! .. l.rt"'u·" 

involved model to The process 

expenence 

demonstrating 

followed is 

diversity by outlining variables in the data and 

connections and how they ImDa(~l on one another. 

to that outlined by Gheradi (1987). The Droc~ess 

with the or transcriptions and the reseru'chler e;l(pe:nnlented. with coding 

categories, to identifying themes and in the data, 

data structure of the and 

synthesised data into an explanatory u .. V'~ ....... 

Data ~A~',",'~' J involves presenting the 

H..l .... ,,,,",'" systematically. Systematic 

..... .lJlFou.l unreduced tracts 

.lHa,"' .... '" it hard to 

is to extract valid 

(Miles & .LL ..... U"'J.,LUU; .. , 

a visual format that relJlre~;ents 

display is important u ................. , .... it is difficult to 

Furthermore, unreduced flow in a 

more than one at once. Display is 

and if the results are to 

conclusions requires the use of a number of analytical • ...,,, .... ,,'''1 These 
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patterns, to 

and 

discrete 

lUV'U....,' presented in 

analytical techniques. 

a number of related particulars 

unille11Y1ng meanmg. 

a 

involved ideas, pelrceptlons. 

feelings of the ""£1cII-'''''lU''.J. .... '''' workforce. Countmg 

WV1,VH"", was used to Counting 

tne:m(~s representing the V~IJV'J.V','''''V a diverse workforce 

proved a useful check against researcher reliability and validity of the 

is enhanced because the results are Q!(mflded in regularities and shared 

of understandings. 

step in the analysis DrCICe!;s is the development of conceptual and 

"""""nt'''' of the emerging involves inferences and u .. 'v .. " • .., ..... 'u 

is represented document. 

metaphors and the the variables 

developed constructs and from constructs developed theoretical 

of theory development discrete results, to 

one another, labelling the matching corresponding to 

results (Furman, 1990). 

primary motivation process has been the 

of a high standard; a standard results represent explanations 

are valid case study, reliable, reasonable, 

and empowering. is to create results that are and have 
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H~""""LJLHF. within and np~lnr'£1 case It was e~,;s,~·:"..:.f,~' .. u to meet challenge to 

the time, energy resources expended 

major justification for enterprise is that we the and the 

to develop approximations of the truth that have a 

sense." (Firestone, 1990, 1 

3.3 TACKLING 

VALIDITY AND 

following section the 

generalisability of the res:erurch n,.rl .... p'~" and findings. 

warrant than common 

validity 

common problem within a qualitative methodological framework is the 

of researcher ImoaC)UDlg on results a 

aW~cts the case concerned with how 

data-gathering nroceolure 

>fTl'.,,, ... r bias is 

uu.'vJ.ueu .... LvH emanating out 

The researcher attempted to minimise researcher bias continuously reflecting on 

role in the and attempting to and account for the 

emOWDns that that might bias 

researcher the suggestions theorists like ........ v''''' .... ''e,u 

Biklen, (1992) designed to researchers avoid eW;:cts during research. 

researcher made unambiguous to the ", .... ,,, .... ·t,, before 

explained who was and why she was ..... VJl~ ..... ' ....... .,LUF. the research; she "'''"IJu .. un ....... 

the nature of the project, intended to collect and what she hoped to 

with the data once collected it. Sticking to a interview 

schedule helped the to maintain the interviews 

..... .,.." .. "',,1" the 
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The researcher also kept extensive personal notes throughout the project where she 

recorded her experiences of the process separate to the academic exercise that she was 

involved with. This was done in an attempt to give expression to some of her 

thoughts, feelings and biases during the project in way that would not influence the 

academic process. 

3.3.2 RESEARCH RELIABILITY 

Reliability relates to the question of whether or not the research process is consistent, 

dependable and reasonably stable over time and across researchers and methods 

(Anastasi & Urbina, 1997). The key issue of reliability in qualitative research relates 

to the question of the quality of the research process and if things have been 

conducted with sufficient care. 

Being mindful of the potential problems inherent in qualitative research 

methodologies, the researcher attempted to maintain a deep level of integrity towards 

the participants and the subject being researched. The researcher made every effort to 

ensure reliability by making her role and status in the process explicit from the onset 

of the data gathering procedure. 

The researcher further attempted to achieve reliability by developing research 

questions that were clear and explicit in their meaning, by ensuring that the design of 

the study was congruent with the questions being asked. 

In relation to the process of analysis, the researcher used a colleague to review and 

check the coding procedure and process and adequate agreement was achieved. 

3.3.3 RESEARCH VALIDITY 

Validity in the context of qualitative research involves establishing the truth-value of 

the work and asking if the findings make sense. The researcher has confidence that 

the results of this study are valid in that they are credible to the participants involved 

and portray an authentic picture of the area being investigated. 
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research results are in line 

are not contrived and the 1"PC,p~1r(' 

'-'U'w,",""UJ;::. on her presence 

(1991) concept of 'natural' 

guarded against researcher 

res:erurch situation. 

conducted on the 'validity' from 1nt'p ....... "'ti,,'" res:ealrCh 

VUJLPUa.;)'"'''''' the significance of as 'appearance', 

'plausibility'. The researcher is "',.,'e .......... "' ... that the results of the res:ealrCh are 

plausible and emerge information gathered 

participants. 

3.3.4 GENERALISABILTY 

issue refers to the 1-.. ",-nc1-"" .. ., conclusions of the 

any larger 1rnnn1rt generalis ability becomes "'VL.UjJJ.lV"."' .... by 

the context of the 1"",("",<>1-" 

South Africa, with its 

this country. This uniqueness 

phenomena 

makes the experience 

generalis ability of 

On the other hand, because of 

affirmative action, racial integration 

era in which we are living, 

workforce diversification are 

African context heightens the 

..... ,'-""'" it a particularly appropriate 

agenda, current and topical. 

with diversity and 

workforce diversification. 

result. 

were identified will 

therefore, can be ,",U' .• ,;:oi'''''''' 

of the un., ..... ....,. 

to the individual 

broader generalisable ....... 'VA. ... «, 

to 

as a 

transferability is u!V\.;au~l!V 

workforce diversity and are 

personal behaviour and social 

enormous importance and UTI""", 

results. 

researcher, however, re(~02mll:;es 

objective of the was to 

"-'''' ....... '''' in a diverse wc'rktorce. 

of this experience as OOlom;ea to O"prlpr~ltl 

39 

context of this research on nature 

an understanding of the 

were to elicit deep and 

results that could 

III 
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of the "'V1""'1*'I,"'1"I'~'" 

the results 

wo!rKl:Of(~e diversity experienced South 

Africa problems "'">:l'v...,,,"' ..... 'u 

The res(~arc,her that the results and research to discipline of 

organisational psychology and society in general some utility and 

applicability. (1989) poses the question of validity' as a 

fundamental requirement to the more traditional views makes good research. 

Similarly (1990) argues that good quality res(::ar(:n should enhance the degree 

40 

..,.""'''' ..... UjO" sophistication and ability of and stakeholders to 

subsequent to 

un'..tuLl5" are In 

p01terrtIal users, and once the aoc:um,em 

"""'\'~"':HU,L~ to the 

are intellectually 

examined it will be 

potential users. 

raised in the 

believes will facilitate .... E>t,U,u,E> with the 

of workforce diversity and, in so '"'v ........ partially fulfil some of the 

17'''''''''''''''',T'' for pragmatic validity as by (1989). 
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CHAPTER FOUR - RESULTS 

The following chapter presents a thematic analysis of the results of the research. The 

chapter begins with a graphic presentation of the results. The graphic presentation 

represents the major themes that emerged through the process of qualitative data 

analysis of the interview transcripts. The analysis of the interviews resulted in the 

identification of five major themes and a series of sub-themes related to the 

participants' experience of working in a diverse workforce. 

ITHE EXPERIENCE OF WORKING IN A DIVERSE WORKFORCE I 

THEME 2 THEME 3 THEME 1 
CONFRONTING A CHANGING 

WORKPLACE 
MEETING AND ENGAGING WITH STIMULATING GROWTH AND 

THE 'OTHER' DEVELOPMENT 
Fr:=====-' -

.. CRUSTRATION WITH LPROCESSING THE PAST LPLAYING WITH DIFFERENCES 

THE ORGANISATION: L L 
INADEQUATE SUPPORT RECOGNISING STEREOTYPES EXPERIMENTING WITH 
AND RESISTANCE TO CHANGE . NEW NORMS 

LRUSTRATION WITH 
PROMOTION PROSPECTS 

LRUSTRATION WITH 
PERCEIVED DIFFERENTIAL 
LEVELS IN PERFORMANCE 

LFRUSTRATION WITH 
PERCEIVED HOSTILE 
WORK ENVIRONMENT 

LNEGOTIATING NEW AND 
UNFAMILIAR PERSONAL 
CHALLENGES 

LRUSTRATION WITH 
COMMUNICATION 
DIFFICULTIES 

Figure 1 - Diagrammatic Representation of Results 

THEME 4 
LEARNINGS 

LEXPONENTIAl GROWTH 
IN INTERPERSONAL LEARNING 

LDEVELOPING DEEP INSIGHTS 
AND INTRA.pERSONAL LEARNINGS 

THEME 5 
COPING MECHANISMS 

LIME HEALS 

LEMPATHY, TRUST 
AND RESPECT 

The chapter presents and describes each theme and sub-theme. In the presentation of 

the results some excerpts from ~he interviews are used. These direct quotations serve 

to enhance the readers under~tanding of the interviewees' perceptions and experiences 
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of working in a diverse "',.,. ... 'r .. "...... to ensure that 

lived experience and views ext'resse~d by the research 

to 

4.1 THEME 1 - CONFRONTING A CHANGING WORKPLACE 

dominant theme 

"f".1"ir1Incr ill a 

organisational change. 

experienced as a direct 

workforce. These 

work life and their u"'Tl, .. r" 

participants was that 

means working in the 1'''1'11'","'v1' 

of 

ttcllpants discussed a U"J.uv'", .. 

transformation 

cases, threatened 

of wellbeing at work 

arucm,mts, quality of 

t':l1'1t,,1"C have been 

divided into five sub-themes: (1.1) Frustration with the inadequate 

support and resistance to (1.2) Frustration with Prospects, (1.3) 

with Levels in Performance, (1.4) Frustration with 

Perceived Hostile Work "(1.5) Negotiating Unfamiliar 

Personal Challenges, with Difficulties. 

The participants "'V1HH,''''11l'''''''' extensively on their 

how it manages commented on how the 

organisation and 

organisational support 

Vl'&111,!; "'Vl.lUl'HV11" contributed extensively to their experience of 

working within a 

They discussed organisation ........ u ..... ,,, .... or learning 

around diversity. Many participants expressed were in some 

kind of transition but that organisation was not ....... u ... F, VU'''.I.!",U responsibility 

managing the changes. Many of the participants felt that organisation was not 

committed to dealing realities of transformation implications for their 

Many of the that management and individuals positions to reflect 

act on the "U ..... LF, • ..,'" '!">lJ'VLJIUF, the consensus was that 

management's ... "'1..;:ItaJ,1 ... '" to cn:ml'(e was indicative of complacency 
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of participants felt that management's resistance to 

future. 

VJ.f, ... .,L<"' ...... ,,· .. needs to learn to operate in a 

new en1tlr()nrnellt new delnatlds personnel problems. They commented on 

adequately confronted the problems associated 

individual members ofthe committee 

own ofthe lack of organisational 

support. VLr;ULJlh''''U''''H was attempting to cmmg,e. 

management's lack of PVlr1Pl'Tl 

UHIJU\.<U','VLL" of this on them as individual '-' .... I1U 

personal experience of working a nn: • .,..,.e,,,, 

to how the organisation responds to diversity and it 

UVJ'/J"""'''' commented that it is difficult to focus on productivity are 

the nrr.f'p,,., ironing out cultural differences. 

participants felt that the real rifts exist within the workforce 

and this tension overshadows any cultural 

of management's commitment to integration. are moves towards 

an integrated culture. Rather, we come the 

is indicative of past power " 

the participants expressed concern about malllagelneJnt to manage 

"",-"JCu." .. "" ... """,", in management's COlmnl1ttneltlt 

representivity. is a 

make decisions and some of them are 

us. example, working hours have 

sutmosea to be here until 18:00 or 19:00 

J,VJ,'~"'U upon 

"'''''''''"'U you are 

VVJ, ... .,.""VJ, ..... 'vJ. ... for the 

people who live, say, in Langa or Khayelitsha or ,L}."uv""", transport 

to home. This makes people angry. M:::magelnellt IS msens:ltnre to 
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and challenges beyond work, constraints that are tied up with race, gender and 

culture." 

4.1.2 FRUSTRATION WITH PROMOTION PROSPECTS 

Some of the white participants explained that with increased cultural, racial and 

gender diversity within the workforce, the realities of affirmative action in promotion 

and career advancement are becoming increasingly pronounced. A number of 

participants commented on the fact that they are frustrated with affirmative action as 

it is not being managed well and is experienced as a stress factor at work. 

For the white participants the general feeling was that due to affirmative action there 

is no room for upward movement in the organisation. They expressed concern that 

they would not be promoted to managerial positions and there was no further potential 

for career advancement in the organisation. 

The majority of black, coloured and indian participants felt that systems and processes 

to effectively implement affirmative action are not in place. They commented on the 

fact that white personnel are still being promoted to managerial positions. 

A number of participants commented that affirmative action compromises their work 

relationships. They feel that affirmative action is a problem within the organisation: 

" ... it's because it is not implemented well, although they are trying by all means, 

most senior positions are occupied by white people. And the blacks you'll find only 

one or two in senior positions. They (whites) are promoting each other because the 

head is white." 

4.1.3 FRUSTRATION WITH PERCEIVED DIFFERENTIAL LEVELS IN 

PERFORMANCE 

The participants spoke about diverse groups having different work attitudes, ethics 

and behaviour patterns and these differences further aggravating an already volatile 

situation. Differences in capacity and quality of work cause problems for those that 

feel judged and for those that judge. 
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Negative perceptions are founded on perceptions of differences in levels of output, 

efficiency, work standards, productivity and commitment to work. Participants also 

described feeling de-motivated by their colleagues' lack of enthusiasm and loyalty 

towards the organisation. One participant said that he " ... would enjoy working in this 

context more if I didn't need to deal with this, but it is difficult to emphasise 

productivity when people are trying to work out cultural differences". 

Some participants explained that there are enormous and taxing demands on them 

because there are no longer any "taken-for-granteds" in the organisational culture and 

modus operandi. The rules, etiquette and general organisational ethos are unclear. 

4.1.4 FRUSTRATION WITH PERCEIVED HOSTILE WORK ENVIRONMENT 

Almost all the participants discussed that at one time or another they have 

experienced their working conditions as fraught, complex, frustrating, hostile and 

tense. 

All the participants discussed how working in a diverse workforce is traumatic at 

times. They described sometimes feeling despondent, de-motivated and very stressed 

attempting to negotiate a heavy workload with interpersonal dynamics related to 

diversity. 

Their experience involves continuously managing their and others' emotions and 

sensitivities. Across the sample, participants described their work situation as charged 

with negative emotions describing feelings of depression, despondency, feeling burnt 

out, devalued, unwanted and negative. 

They used similes to capture their negative perceptions of work and work life: "I have 

felt like I wanted to jump off Table Mountain" and "Sometimes I feel like I am 

working in a minefield". 

Most of the participants felt that racial tensions remain prevalent from all quarters. 

"There is racial discrimination, it is subtle but there. The old guard don't trust the 

skills of their black colleagues. That type of thing is very difficult." 
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A """uV',",. of the participants felt that 

do 

that it confinns 

person was helped, 

"'.U'LI.U'"' things into race 

to do 

thrown into the deep end and 

many people thrown 

COlTIPrOrmsecl.." 

participants felt that 

a whiteman 

to power. 

participants felt that 

of support for new 

"'t"",.. .. ".I"..,. ..... " that blacks are not as as 

it right and it would People 

when they should rather "' .......... 1"\, . .,"' .. people to 

than take the work away. We are 

standard of people who had been here 

end, set up to fail, IS 

tension was a direct head 

white people's of the 

tension was about staff 

was not valued by and that 

culture retained elements of white superiority. One said 

that are moves towards but not into an integrated Another 

that "the is conservative and It 

it not necessarily allow to 

All referred to WC)rKlmg a diverse workforce as a vU<U"''''L.l.E>'LL.l.E> 

to manage a number unfamiliar personal experienced 

stress participants. 

All participants commented on of discovering to along with 

new different people. 

explained that they are with groups and 

IS organisational support to these new working Many 

commented on experienced as a of working with 

they have never with on any They 
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COImttentea on 

dItterent priorities 

VH.;U-""'!';,'" of working IJ"''-''IJ~'''' with different aDt>reCIa.tlons. 

of reference. 

Many participants 

are fraught with 

the challenge in ambiguous which 

of ambivalence towards one another. They commented on 

that the n .. r'''p.~C' are III IS a one and that the they 

are not 

They described the .... H".""'Jlll",'" of learning to with people 

on many significant 

new shared social 

and the challenge of negotiating new 

participate the complexity of working with 

can't be friendly because we work That is not 

to work. You need to develop an understanding of yourself and 

difference before can legitimately overcome barriers 

to willing to out others genuinely 

seem very foreign 

being and 

it is not 

own reactions to 

people. You need 

The majority participants said had found it difficult to confront 

problems working in a workforce but they had been 

obliged to work out ways of doing so. participate explained that it feels like an 

enormous "."""'''\,,''1<.''' to connect in the context of huge divisions. need to speak 

more, uncover old wounds, order to 

All the participants mentioned issues of communication as contributing to the 

psychological stress of working in a workforce. Communication difficulties 

operate on two They commented on the problems languages one 

workforce 

one another. 

not able to and open 

Language problems and causes feelings of isolation alienation. 

Participants UUl'''''U.;)';:""U having to censor to misinterpretations, 
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which could 

ways in which 

ouenslve Most of the participants 

COlnITJlunlca1te are often 

1a.J.15Ui:l.5v and the 

A problem associated with language is the writing of • .., .... J'llU ..... 1 .. A ... ,.....,~" Some of the 

participants that because no assistance is ,...t-t,,,,, .. ~,,'i to second language 

English the quality of their reports is making them look slack 

or incompetent. problem then leads to about racial differences 

on of work and performance. 

""',,","nrl la.J.l,}::,"'''}::'V extend to social teIJISIC)llS 

a language that is 1ll(J,CCt;:S:SI.01e 

conversations are conducted 

groups. One PaItlCllPrurn 

"some1tlmles the language 

someone comes up and 

you are left out". 

participants felt that there is a 

is experienced as 

attacked ..... 11''' .... ,;)vU 

for being open and hOltles't. 

COlmnlUIllclltiC)ll can their diversity 

down when you are 

in a language that you don't 

the creation of a working 

communication can flow openly 

They described 

are aware that only once 

1uu.uUl;'"'U by themsc;:lv(;:s 

........... "'rl., ... ,,'" of open to 

a 

the participants mentioned 

working relations but the process oflearning to as a difficult 

one. Although they experience 

vVJ,HHlvHLvU on the fact that they 

in communication, many the participants 

that negative perceptions dispelled when 

is communication 

participant sUlllffied up 

experience is that we 

Communication is difficult, 

........ 'HJ.J,J:', around VV1HUj'UU ..... 

to talk to people, need to 

are so many things we 

are not always aware of nuances, how messages are sent and 1'1"1"""""1"('1 

way through that is to learn to communicate". 
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positive "'''' .... ''',.,.'t''' a.'.:1"''-'AU • ...,U with CO]nnlUl1l1c~ltlc,n were ~~,>~~"~ 

participants how through communication, UU.VLL,lHU communication 

unrelated to UTf1 .... IrI"1 Issues was 

4.2 THEME 2 - MEETING AND ENGAGING WITH 

'OTHER' 

major theme across all the interviews was that the experience ma 

diverse workforce COlrrlpelS the participants to meet and engage with ... ~'"' .... .,,, of people 

who are unfamiliar to them. This experience of meeting the 'other' forced them to 

reflect on their 

behaviours. 

experiences, 

nrr,('p,,,.., of reflection 

which have fashioned their attitudes and 

to questioning some of their premises 

Processing 

theme is 

"'-""''''"'j:,>uoU''5 Stereotyping. 

1) 

Manyofthe discussed how of on their behaviour 

has often changes in sometimes in behaviour. For 

many of the participants IS a awareness and 

ignorance of the of the majority South Africans' and experiences. 

Some participants described the process acknowledging and to terms with 

their emotional anger and caused by the ways which they have 

socialised. 

Manyofthe coloured and talked struggle to 

of their anger resentment and that their colleagues may 

prepared to m~)Ve, learn and shift. the participants 

a diverse had been about on their which 

presents conflict and 

A number black participants that they to work through some 

their anger white people attempt to recognise the attitude 

that their colleagues are 
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All white participants "V,,'-'1.J'vv ..... how VU\.J.u",ma 

a"'Lo"'_~ how ignorant they have been other racial 

<'i1"A"n" in South Africa. white male u,""v<.U.u explained " .. .I had never 

politics "'",1",n1"'" I was ignorant here, though I couldn't get 

out, the truth. I eXT)enlenc:ea amounts of 

had to to understand antagonism 

I also had to come to terms with 

people have towards me, me as 

ignorant I been. I am much more 

aware issues". 

All participants VVA.J.J. •• ", ... ",,.. on the 

own histories within a new and more informed context. "We 

are we don't have ..... n .. "", 

need recognise the that I am always 

to me now. People 

much harder 

participants a sense awareness realities 

and with diversity and the need to develop a way ofseemg another side of 

the same history. 

how they cOInpl;:l1e:a to sense 

TTP1rPr" .... Pc on a number of levels. A ......... v'v. of the participants explained 

of levels are not exclusively to culture or Some 

how they are recognising commonalties amongst 

AU".,J.\.".u by IS to 

tealchmg yourself. I am and I developed a common bond with a 

'-'HJeJ.':> ,,'UH. The common bond is faith. For ex.mlPle X, this "",,,-1"1("1, .... 

have 

others, 

IS a 

white Afrikaner. very stem. IS sweetest n""1"""'n I know. Our religious 

are the same ... " 

Approximately a of the cited personality characteristics as 

major source of conflict within the workforce, and stated personality 

v .... ..,u ... .., were much more a problem for than issues 
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"Some people you like and some people you don't like. That is more personality. I 

don't see that in terms ofrace, but rather personality." 

4.2.2 RECOGNISING STEREOTYPING 

There is growing recognition amongst all the participants of the causal links in the 

formulation of their opinions and outlooks and their perspectives on the world. The 

experience of working in diversity is a reflexive one of self-questioning. In reflecting 

on their past experiences, they are developing a sense of the others' reality and a 

greater understanding ofthemselves. The participants described how they are 

becoming aware of their own prejudices, stereotypes and generalisations and how 

these inform their perceptions and attitudes. 

When discussing issues around prejudice and stereotyping only one participant 

discussed this in relation to ethnic group or tribal affiliation as opposed to a race issue. 

"There are divisions and amongst the workforce, you'll find that if you are a Zulu, 

even in the working place, the Zulu people see themselves as warriors, as great people 

and other people they just define them as sort of animals. They call them 

Animal. .. Xhosa people go to the initiation school and when they are at the initiation 

schools they are from boyhood to manhood. Then they feel I am a man. If they are a 

man then what is a Zulu, they don't go to initiation school. They feel all other people 

who never went for initiation are inferior. That is how it is. And other Sotho speaking 

people they are far more, they see themselves as better off, they are a group of people 

unlike these people they are from Transkei and Zululand because we have been here 

for quite a long time. We are organised and a little better than them. They think the 

Sotho people are the best people." 

A prevalent aspect of this theme is that across the board participants commented on 

experiencing attitudinal changes and shifts in their behaviour but that their 

experiences of diversity remain job and work specific and not enacted at home, in 

their communities and social lives. 

The majority of participants asserted that they embrace diversity at work but not at 

home or socially, and that they don't think this is problematic nor do they envision the 

situation changing. Most participants made a clear distinction between home and 
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community life work life. A minority of participants expressed !vU.,",UJ'!". this 

divide as problematic. "Our UVJ'llU,",U' is a microcosm of broader 

and is too much polarisation in both worlds." 

following quotation encapsulates F>"'A''''''~' ",,,"'UL.l!". expressed about 

"That is how it is we have different backgrounds. You grow up in the townships, you 

prefer to be with township people. Let's you a white if you ask how will be 

spending his weekend he'll be that I went up Table Mountain, that, 

or I went somewhere, just to make something different I'll tell you what 

now, I was or I was with friends. I enjoyed you see when 

we try and talk about our so there is a difference and it clear, the 

things that you happy, to me are things that might be boring stuff. If you 

tell me about l!l""'LH}:;, it's boring to me." 

4.3 THEME 3 - STIMULATING GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

The majority of the of working in a 

workforce can 

Two sub-themes 

enormously enriching can enhance quality of their work life. 

up this theme: (3.1) Playing with Differences and (3.2) 

nX1JerLmC;mJmg with New 

Some of the participants discussed the fact that despite the 

the were They of the Oltterlenc:e s()m~etlrnes 

sometimes very interesting and enriching. Across 

moments 

enjoyable and beneficial growth experience. 

The experience is also as one 

board they commented on 

ur""rvl'nrt'''" is actually an 

the participants described how at times, when people were not precious about 

mores and traditions, there would be opportunities to play with 

different cultural concepts and ways 
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Many of the participants spoke about working in a diverse workforce as a process in 

which they are trying to overcome difficulties. They emphasised the fact that they are 

trying and that even though the process can be fraught, real efforts are being made to 

create new and healthy ways of relating to one another. 

4.3.2 EXPERIMENTING WITH NEW NORMS 

The participants discussed how they enjoy the process of bridging the divide between 

the various cultural and racial groupings and experimenting with new ways of being. 

Some participants described how diversity brings with it new organisational mores. 

Old patterns and norms are being challenged and this opens opportunities for greater' 

personal expression at work. One participant highlighted an example ofthis by 

explaining that "there is diversity of norms like work dress. We are no longer 
. 

expected to wear ties and formal suits every day. In the past in the whole of 

parliament, men were not allowed to walk around in the corridors without their 

jackets on, it had to be a suit. ... And now I wear jeans. That's lekker you know ... 

Also just questioning the way things are done for instance ... That was quite a 

paradigm shift for me ... And now it happens all the time, it's not so formal anymore". 

The participants described the process of working in a diverse workforce as healing 

and the information exchange as broadening their perspectives and world-views. 

Throug~eloping understandings and mutual sharing of culmral information, the 
~ _ . .. ..mm.~~.~.~ ... ~_~~ ... _.~. __ m,_m_.~~~ 

!lle.'lling .oL'Y.Q!k life iLelPifh~U.I feel like I am moving into something new, new 

ways of being in the world on most fundamental levels. I am not saying things are 

perfect but we are attempting to get closer." 

Many of the participants described how learning to reflect on their own actions 

highlights that different is not right or wrong, it is just different. The participants 

described how reflecting on their actions and attitudes has demonstrated the 

normative judgements and assumptions that they carry in relation to people who are 

different and do things differently. 

All the participants explained how th~ experience of working in a diverse workforce 
'--

is about continuous self-development in a number of area~ They described learnings 
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to _L~,.,n .• ,.., abilities of transformation to new 

of feeling at ease their new 

UV.LIJ"'lV.U management, 

'lrOlnnlent. "l am 

trans}:)anenc:y It was different 1"\1"1",(\1"1" I 

Chill1J:;~ed dramatically." 

said, never ,"!",,,,,,,'vU,",,,... 

Most participants stated that would not have their other way 

and that it a microcosm for the broader 

participants spoke how at work they can what it is 

and being as remains a divided and unequal 

participants about the of 

with issues and at work able to 

learnings into lives. 

4.4 THEME 4 - LEARNINGS 

....,"" ............ 0 is a major theme across all interviews. The learning 

place on a number of as a result of working in a workforce. 

broken 1) exponential growth interpersonal 

(4.2) developing 

All participants discussed 

learning about new 

",V""''''j;:,u,.o Most participants 

intra-personal ''''' ... UllJ''OO 

through working in a 

of relationships and 

workforce they are 

mores of their 

learning through interactions with groups of 

whom they are traditionally unfamiliar. described 

learning as lerurnIrlg 

perceptions 

lerurnIIlg how others 

are moving into more COlrn!()rt,lb 

participants spoke about 

.. A'La ..... '...,. and learning to ~n1".1"p{, 

deeper detail. 

others and in 

"I am learning 

culture. 

~n,;t{'p~ and developing trust." 

learning about other 

and also 

of learning we 

about cultural they did not know 

other cultures through ...... JlUH'5 about them in 

experienced working workforce as 
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"""""""'H~.5 and enriching. It has n,n,"""" my scope and point of view. I am 

All 

Calvinistic background but appreciating, hearing 

things, otherness." 

.... ,,'1-' ...... 0.> reported that are learning new ways 

how they had to work out news 

recogJt11S1lng other 

connnUllllcatmg. They 

order to 

themselves understood. " ... I could just CmTIrrlunlcate but I to 

be more on the ball now. One aware and conscious of 

who don't necessarily 

A"'''~''~'U to 

are not necessarily OUJ" .. ';U same taken 

granteas." 

Most participants 

they are on an exponentiallea,rnllllg curve. 

as a a diverse 

majority of the participants C01nlllentec1 on the fact that u,,-,, ... Lr,,1"\ 

shows different ways at the same problem. 

... ""-I-,", .......... t-,, described 

rorl(torce by learning to t',u'nn1"I'\'!'n 

'nt-'ocr .... "t-". difference and -nTlnprnp~:~ 

of attempting to 

learning to 

participants intra-personal learning as a 

of working in a workforce. Intra-personal 

as a into themselves. 

how deeper their 

all the participants ma 

and self-analysis. 

amongst diverse 

divides in 

familiar and 

ofthe 

was described 

described 

and biases. 

as a process of 

participants explained that working in a u'''', ... Lri·" .. ,.<> facilitates 

"",",'''JLJ'LUJ.5 a better person. 

'''''"'I''.'''''I.};'''' and more 

attributed this to the fact one is more 

anTP1'l'::'/1 as to who one is and one is perceived, 
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of the """LI-''''"''''' commented that working in a rln,,,,,, ... c·,,, workforce means 

having to "",_.vua.", ... vvu .. ,:;.o in the wonCUlace. "My experience of working in this 

me to be more aware of my personal 

feelings at work. not just are complex 

nuances and the UvU'U'v component Dec~omle more .... ~F>.UU.."' ... d ... n 

ofthe reported how are developing a sense and capacity to 

change through ',",<ULUU.I15 outlooks 

on the laKen"IOlr-gJranlea ways described how 

opened them up to new and different and ways 

Most of the spoke about how they now question 

one another; opmIOns 

understand 

everyday, you a little. You that you can't be 

thing. I am to accommodate compromise." 

.Il'U .. '..LlULl.-" 5 - COPING MECHANISMS 

They 

the world 

ways they 

attempting to 

workforce you 

about 

to 

The participants as part development a 

series of ""'''11'"1Ct' mechanism to the ambiguity 

resultant conflict that often arises. 

time and These 

learning .I.""",,,,,,,,,,,,, they will better to one an(nm~r 

Some participants explained that with time they 

other and the 

ma as a nr{),('PCl is still 

Most of the participants commented that with time 

relationships with their colleagues. 
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A few participants likened their situation to that of the general state of things in South 

African society, saying that it will take generations to iron out the problems in both 

areas and that one cannot expect a quick fix. ""1 have my baggage. Don't expect too 

much from me. Let's see what evolves naturally." 

Many of the participants discussed that while structurally the organisation changed 

overnight with the large increase of personnel after the 1994 elections, people do not 

change that rapidly. "You cannot be forced into integration. It is something that will 

come with time." 

The majority of participants commented that recognising that they were involved in a 

process towards workforce integration facilitated the way they make sense of, and 

deal with, workforce diversity and the difficult issues it raises. 

4.5.2 EMPATHY, TR UST AND RESPECT 

Developing a sense of empathy for the other and their experiences was another coping 

mechanism described by some participants. Participants explained that with 

increasing closeness and physical proximity, they are getting to know one another and 

learning to empathise with each other. "I sense other's pain and painful experiences." 

Many of the participants perceived trust and respect as another key coping mechanism 

for dealing with difference. The general consensus amongst the participants was that 

with time they will develop greater understandings of each other and this will 

facilitate increased trust and growing respect. 

Participants described the process of learning to trust and be trusted as often painful 

and hard. "I have had to work my butt off to develop trust amongst my colleagues." 

Some participants were less optimistic and discussed how the lack of trust 

compromised their experiences of working in a diverse workforce. About two thirds 

of the participants described the level of mistrust difficult to manage and emotionally 

draining. 
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Some participants commented that they and their colleagues are scared of confronting 

their feelings at work, and as soon as situations become uncomfortable individuals 

back out of confrontations and pretend things are normal. One participant said that she 

did not trust people to be honest. 

Most of the participants described the process of developing mutual trust, respect and 

understandings as one of the biggest challenges facing them in their diverse 

workforce. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - DISCUSSION 

In order to understand 

Understanding 

understanding the Im]:)aCI 

of the change process. 

one needs to locate workforce 

/5<,uU"',"'UUIHU cliange and deye.loPIl1ent. 

process of organisational 

workforce is, in 

for 

The process of change is oe(~on[}mg a for the majority of organisations 

centre 

Africa. Political, economic O"r~,nn'l{' factors compel employers to create more 

diversified workforces. With the Employment Equity Act (55) 1 

an emphasis on equal employment and affirmative action, the racial 

distribution of employees is to beC:OITle increasingly more diverse (Motshabi, 

significant 

decisions are 

culture. 

The experience 

and negative aspects 

human emotions from 

",u'''''' .• vu means organisational change on a number of 

the way people work together, the way 

1">""'"'''''''''';''''' are run, and the nature of organisational 

a wOiriClorc:e is made up a 

It encapsulates a 

excatelmel[}t at bridging cultural divides 

from different people's different • .., .. ,~"'u. to fear and frustration at 

""j",VLl<H.lU"" new ways of being in a re(let:mea overcoming past 

context. 

graphic representation 

for unde~~t~nding 
1o':"'"'~'.:-::::-;:.~ .. ~ '-.'-;:-'-' 

represents 

following chapter will 
~- .. 

presented in the 
'- --
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CONFRONTING WORKPLACE 

It from this has not 

employees for the large-scale diversification 

various issues identified within are indicative of an IS 

to manage its diversity and to manage the change process 

issues represent a number and challenges by the 

participants as part of their of workforce diversification. 

that are discussion and 

to the concept Quality QWL by 

the organisation attempts to needs an 

organisational climate which is to its employees (Robbins, 1 QWLis 

an umbrella term that includes a multitude of interventions that have a 

objective of human ising the and in so doing increasing of 

work life. vr1~anlSa[l0]lS are invested in their of 

life are concerned about of work on people as well as 

(Luthans, section highlights 

confronting a ~"~~LOL"O Ulrl,rlrrU<>,'p and negotiating 

process which participants' 

quality of their work life. 

managerial support 

finding highlights the between how the \.H}';a.U.l"".LlVll manages the 

".LU",,,,,,,,,,,,, process ",,,,,~,,.,,U"'LH"'''' of working in a The 

v'[",.~H,,"',,'vHhas failed to 

impact of diversification on 

diversity, failed to manage " 

responsibility 

employees. 

the "' ....... .-,'"' l)rOCeSS or for 

In an attempt to review the worst diversity practices to learn 

(1999) argues that 

Ul"'",,"UJlF; some employees 1.UJ.J.U;"J.,'1J 
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ignoring the realities and difficulties '"'hL/'"'U ...... "'"'Y 

fundamentally inhibiting organisational n,-<".,. .. <11"1I"n 

employees' experience of workforce 

Creating change is always a leadership vu."'.n"~1"l,'" 

requirement for managing change is to ...... ,..",..""" 

facilitate others to work Hll'JU;:::;,U 

L..,U'..,"' .... by the fi">.1".I" ..... ",.,1"" 

UP1"CnU Change is intensely 1 

VLE;,U ... ,b'Y,HVH, each employee must think, or 

Management and leadership is up...."p .. <> 

organisational change effort (Clement, 1994). It is 

change or any organisational transformation is ",u~"".u .. ~, 

(Reynierse, 1994). Management needs to "''''''''-U'L.::!''' 

and communicate a vision of what the VLf'j, .... U"' .... LVH 

organisation is 

COlnprOrJnIsmg their 

change 

an 

that cultural 

a top-down activity 

('n!~ncrp. and create 

1995). Part 

of the frustration for the participants is that m2tnagelnelnt 

responsibility for the changes related to workforce dlversltic:atlon. 

A key factor impacting on the participants' experience 

of confidence in management's commitment to 

to their employees during the process of change. 

Duck (1993) argues that in "'HULL);'" ""H"rfco 

management is the message. It is _".~"' ... 

COlnnlUrJllca~tes a message to staff and 1""''''' .. '''''1',. .... ''' 

must a fiM,(\Mir.r for every manager at of an 

vJ,UJHE,'" initiatives. It is critical that messages are consistent and 

room to voice concerns and ask questions to allay fears and ,,>nv""'1'. 

for employees (Duck, 1993). 

successful organisational change also requires co-ordination, COlnnu 

and competencies (Clement, 1994). Co-ordination to 

IS 

not 

on 

is 

individuals to work together to determine how to the Of};aIJlISalllonal ""H''''''!,''''' 
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effort. Commitment refers to selling employees on the changes and facilitating joint 

commitment to the process. Competencies refer to developing staff in ways that 

facilitate the learning of analytical and/or interpersonal skills that they will need in the 

change effort. The results of the study demonstrate that the experience of working in a 
, 

diverse workforce is compromised by management's apparent lack of commitment to 

competently managing the changes taking place in the workplace. 

5.1.2 Frustration with Promotion Prospects 

The participants described how the experience of working in a diversifying workforce 

impacts on promotion prospects in different ways for different groups. The lack of 

coherent managerial support and staff communication further exacerbates the fears 

and frustrations amongst staff. On the one hand white employees feel frustrated about 

their promotion possibilities in the context of affirmative action policies and an 

increasing pool of diverse employees to select from. On the other hand black 

employees are frustrated by the lack of effective systems and processes to ensure 

equal opportunities within the organisation: 

The issue of affirmative action exerts strain on an already vulnerable workforce which 

is experiencing difficulties with integration. Affirmative action means different things 

to different individuals. For many blacks it presents a revision of past prejudicial 

practices and for many whites it has corne to r(;present a new form of discrimination 

that has the potential to threaten their work futures and quality of work life (Fischer, 

1996). 

The lack of managerial support compounds the frustrations around employment 

prospects for the participants and causes tension amongst the workforce. Ill

considered or haphazard affirmative action policies can serve to fortify negative racial 

stereotypes (De Beer, 1996). A need, t~.erefore, exists for open communication 

systems to aid employees to understand the rationale behind affirmative action 

strategies and how these strategies are likely to affect incumbents and their colleagues 

(De Beer, 1996). 

Strategies for managing diversity in the workplace should focus on developing a 

coherent understanding ofthe consequences of Apartheid and the effect it had on 
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white 

environment over 

Affirmative 

successfully 

point where they 

and does not address 

The fears of 

of the organisation . .LJU,~IJ'V 

demands in the j ob ma:l~Ket 

accordingly 1996). 

oTToroTn,o communication between 

the level of polarisation in the work 

linked processes. In order to 

to move beyond it to the 

action is a limited strategy 

inequality (SOnTI, 1993). 

addressed, as does the nature of 

to the changing opportunities 

""H"VU'H .. !',"" ...... to alter their expectations 

Problems with , ...... uu ....... action and the way it has been implemented and J.ua.u",,!:;,"""" 

have <',n'T'll'Art business leaders, organised labour, 

affirmative Across the board in South 

lUf~so:rel;l;U OlSlJ.iUSIlOlllll,ent with ".LA.uu.,,, action programmes exists 

(Thomas, 1 

Affirmative action is '''''''''''''In,,u .. 

creating 0P1PorturuU1es 

negative "'P,'I"'P,,,nr\1'I 

strategies to .l.uaua.!';", 

organisational 

clear standards 

"h"UH"b historical workforce imbalances and 

to overcome some ofthe 

......,u.'-'u. organisations need to develop 

to create flexible 

"""'I''''T",".n commitment and involvement, set 

H"'"U .... "'. resource systems with organisational 

to monitor the success VISIOn or Ill1SSIOn 

programmes. Only once 

action programmes can 

rgalllis:awcms learn to effectively implement 

valuing diversity 

A directly related uu .... u.u;; 

performance. 
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cultural groups lacked a work ethic while other cultural <;.LV ... ..,O 

was being cOlntl1nmlll~ SCIutlm~;ed and criticised. 

expenence 

o:;.VLJ' ... "" different attitudes and with work and to the or~;anlsauo:n. 

workforce means that people into positions 

educational backgrounds and OP1POliult11tlles, and discrepancies in 

are to expected. These perceptions and eXl0ec:tatl0I1S 

peJ:tolt1TIlmc:e are reinforced by structural elements of OPlorE:SSllon 

be able to and to affirm and LU,,", .. "'.!","" 

pf()ac:{lv'e conSCIOUS, " ... " ..... LL."' ..... and systematic effort has to made to 

status quo IS by long-term, 

" CRobb & Richard, 

that the participants to are related to the IJL\J'UH"'IUO 

positions without "'"''''1''1'" necessary support, trallmtllg 

that assures individual """"' ...... ",,,,, . .....,.. and organisational success. It sets 

failure, fosters \.,u"'UU .. .,.'JillU'-", ... with affirmative 

experience a diverse workforce CRobb Richard, 

1997. PresUImnlg equality without the persistent of 

oppre:SSlon contributes to 

,",U""UVH to the changing nature of 

associated with TI-1,,,t?''l1'1t"\1""\C with perceived differential 

pelrtonn.all(~e are related to the experience of the environment, in 

.1.1,",,"U"."" and unkind. of racial discrimination, prejudice and 

which quality of work I have 

despondent and no matter how I at I always 

as Afrikaans white woman, a sense." 

of managerial support was .......... HUU'"'U as a key factor 

gramnneslS workforce. Management's lack support for affirmative action 

IJV.3 .... ,U as possibly the most crucial practical reason why these gramnnes fail 
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J. .. U1U1L, 1992). lVl::magernel1t either seems to want to appear to be making '-'1 ....... .0;'"'" 

..,."'CUUH5 the status quo, or fails to 

action O'\1I""T1U."", ofthe 

participants the fact 

teI1lS1()llS in that it racist "t".· .. "",.,.t, 

whites. 

the implications of affirmative 

J.5U1·U"ULlVH (Human, 1992). 

of managerial aggravates 

that blacks are not as proficient as 

of the participants discussed how was not within the 

5 .... "O.u ... J' .. and this of respect for cultures to their 

frustrations. The lack of commitment to cultural integration or a truly 

multicultural was a feature expenence a 

For to successfully cultures the culture 

must be addressed (Sonn, 1993). Assumptions about norms, style and other 

asI)eClS that make organisational must be re-evaluated to include 

represent entire workforce. ratJlOns. and perspectives, of the diverse 

workforce must accounted and not denied 1993). In to meet the 

of a diversifYing workforce, Vl/Z;UlJ.l"UILlVll" need to create supportive 

.u.'-"'.LL~""'U'U that are to becoming 

- ---' 

aspect of cOll1nmtlmg a changing 'orlcto:rce means participants are being 

cOlnD4~lle~a. to negotiate new and unfamiliar challenges at work. This process 

cOlltr()ntmg new challenges is made more the context a lack of 

managerial or neglect managing diversity. participants are having to 

contend with new and personal challenges in context of the workplace 

and little ofthis is acknowledged by management. They are expected to ..,.v ......... ,"''''' 

and at a demanding are juggling demands an array 

1. ..,1.'<I. • ..,u to diversification. 

A key ofthese new challenges is to negotiate cultures in one 

workforce. Cultural because nTr"' ... ' .... of people different 

values and basic COllcepIS for understanding the around them and 0 ..... , ... ,,-5 their 
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1996). In 

", ... u .. ",,, of the Apartheid 

which 

",,,,,,,grg'T"" from 

...,VA .• V ..... ..., and social 

cultural differences cannot 

derisive political, 

this context 

dynamics which ULU'VU or cOlmnrOJnis:e effective crcISS··CULtUI 

elatlonShll)S (Berger, 1996). 

theme from the is that an aspect to a 

workforce has meant that are being forced to interact with 

of people that they interaction with in past. Interacting 

people understandings, priorities is a 

of the society 

follow racial lines becomes 

of factors make TTPlrpn .... "'" between groups The 

processes and de1en<~e mechanisms of the can result in the 

and suspicion of 1996). Barriers are fortified by 

dynamics. For example, predisposition for groups to rank against and 

groups. aggravated due to resources where 

are competing access to and over limited resources. 

,vU""'''.''' of differences in the ability to other groups 

contribute to antagonisms 1996). 

complexity of 

convoluted to be handled 

IJ""'''''''''''' of working a 

dynamics within the South context is far too 

but it needs to be in attempting to analyse 

workforce in South The participants are 

U .... LHI'> deeply entrenched tHU''MP''''''' due to our particular political history. 

nr.,.,r"'H means an Increase increase in workforce 

of communication. Across 

languages and ... v,..",,,,, 

at issues board participants PV1"1rp<l.<l.""n r.-"",!'r",h 

to problems around communication within 

....., ......... ' ...... ,."'''"' with communication include difficulties having to negotiate multiple 

one open and honest 
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when the divides "'",f"nT"',"'" people are ",v",,,,..,,"'n,~"'n as great. Participants 

"v.",.""""rI anxiety at with to fear of reprisals and 

acc:us;atl(ms of racism. 

to communicate 

of working a 

whose mother is different to 

PY"'PMP1"I('P can be derisive 

own IS 

a 

,,u~''''U''''Hj'5 and can nf"t"<T1'"<If"l11,n The 

about not being understood more about 

always happens within socially defined contexts, 

which reflect positions of power (Dadoo, 1998). 

diverse languages is 

a variety of 

workforce managers to handle a variety 

of variables - one to In an into 

the dynamics of verbal communication social conltext, ...., .... , ... vv (1998) 

argues that problems with unequal 

the nature of verbal communication within 

relationships can 

workforces, causing lrrnme:nse 

UI"Ll'-"'" for the is an increasing need for 

verbal COlmnlUIllclltlC)ll the context an emerging multicultural workforce 

in South Africa 

cultural insensitivity. 

... ..-"",, .. resulting inter alia, 

While there is a sensitivity on one hand there is also a honest 

and open Part of the frustration around communication the 

participants is being sensitive to oflanguage and and wanting 

and needing to create for safe The 

participants' is that vVllva.;:;u.,;;o to cornmlllnH~ate 

acc:us:au(ms of racism. confront IJIV'V .... 'uJ.., honestly for fear 

and 

Survey a study conducted by .L'\.V,,,'-'U & Lovelace (1991) reported that 

led to a variety and communication difficulties 

represent most frequently cited ......... "1"'''-'''' implication 

COlmnlUfllclitlcln n'~1"Mp"" refer to 

while in 

materials 
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cases the problems are 
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to the need to 

Lovelace, 1991). 

In certain cases, 

and employees, 

or 
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The PYlnPT"1PTU'P 1<."1'1,.,1""", .... with "'VJL~U'.LUi,u'-'< ... n.'H difficulties is related to two levels 

behind 

1995). Linguistic 

for communication and 

information about the uU''''''''",'''',",'''"'''' 

social class, 

gender. Individuals are 

Power discourse 

constrain contributions 

evident amongst 

in cross-cultural '-'v •• UU, .. Ull"" ...... ,'-'u. 

dominant cultural CM"r""'",, 

barriers, or helping 

standard a ._.,..,_ .• ,.,_ 

describe how 

their ,",V,LJ."""F>~''''''' 

English "tJ" ...... ""uF> 

power in discourse (Dadoo, 1998). Power 

.u ......... " .. '" prejudice (Kaschula & Anthonissen, 

to an individual's choice of a particular language 

.l.JULF>'"""""''-' prejudice reveals important 

speak. It reveals their 

are CmmtLunlcatm,g, their ethnic group and 

by and their accent. 

powerful individuals t' ..... rltT ..... 

individuals through language. 

a multicultural workforce and ""Uf~"b"'b 

of participants express frustration at the 

them bridging some of the language 

reports to bring them up to an acceptable 

mother tongue. Some of the participants 

in English and Afrikaans means that some of 

them as intelligent or efficient than 

These cornmum,catlon can 10c:ate:a in the broader South African context 

in which it is 

of difference (pieterse, 

as condescending, 

and behaviour, 

western and white norms. 

themselves without 

compromise the efficient 

to communicate and negotiate 

are concerned about being 

ImPosmg or overly western in their thinking 

a context that 

attitudes exist and pn1"rPTlt'h 

underlying tensions that 

organisation (Pieterse, 1997). Such are 

neglected because are \AU ... ", ..... to but the longer they are left the u",,,,,,,,. 

it becomes to work through and problematic mindsets. 

discrepancies between blacks and whites in relation 

to mtc:::re:sts. world expectations, definitions of situations, 
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definitions of quality per'formaJnce 1988). This situation is CO]npOUllQe:Q 

commUllication difficulties. system limited "' .. " ........ 

interaction between racial "...."." .... '" black rund white employees are not J. .. UHH· ...... 

commUllicating with one on a formal instrumental level at 

Racial segregation has potential for both groups to ""'0'.)1"11 as 

one-dimensional humrun perplexing life 

feelings. to one runother authentically rund empathetic ally are 

therefore likely 

J 

It is apparent from nature of commUllication 

workforce significruntly expenence 

workforce. Improved rund greater Ullderstrunding 

commUllication is enhancing interpersonal relations 

workforce (Dadoo, 1998). is no alternative to crundid rund 

discussion to understrunding their 

concerns, that in dialogue and IS 

strength 

5.2 MEETING ENGAGING WITH THE 

In the a diversifying a issue to emerge from 

the 

who are 

involving 

of 

69 

individuals are meeting 

unfamiliar. Two pronoUllced 

processing their own 

the stereotypes that they 

rund races. 

involves the participants 

from them, and 

beliefs about 

with groups of people 

rund 

relation to people 

behaviour towards 

of reflection results in 

meruns that the participrunts to of working in a diverse 

rund emotional scars of se!2xe~~ate~Q Ullder Apartheid. most 
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of the white it meant on of the realities 

the broader Many through the process 

reflection, a newfound under which they 

Prior to their diversifying diverse was 

limited. people of different racial and to 

process and in some cases histories in new 

to for the first time what lives were like during 

during the " 

black and coloured wOirKllllg in a diverse wOirK10r(~e 

had to begin to ""1""'"'''''''' anger and 

towards paJnIClpalUs COlnlTlenltea on to people. Some of the 

the significant attitudinal 

have had to work at letting 

U...,U'U,\J are coming from and 

some of their white vv.n""",..,,..,,,,,,, were 

anger and attempt to look 

people are actually U!"',,"U!15'" 

a legacy 

(Rosmarin, 

hinder interaction in the workplace and 

include racism, 

devaluation, stereotyping and np,(}"<l1'lUP diversity. of 

reflectmg on the past has meant are V~t:.u.uu"o 

",l-""·",,.,.I,rn,,,,,, of other races and It has highlighted 

results of stereotypes prejudice 

Becoming aware own prejudices is potentially 

equity amongst groups at the workplace. 

workforce, I "'v~'n,,'I11"'" to different histories, economIc 

come to LvU"u''''''' as well have been different 

('nl11"11"1P" our stories are so n"V'p1"It" 

racial spread of vastly 

",V,lUUJl"ULO contact (Motshabi, 1991). contact compels 

a number of changes Individuals have t'o """"'"U':U"", >"",-,,,",,., 

ways of thinking, u"" •• ...,"'c .. 

1997}. 
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t'TCICe!;SIrlg the past individuals gain valuable insights intercul tural, 

interpersonal interactions. L'-'-'.U'-",UULJ;:. on the mechanisms one's own 

overcoming 

rec:ogmsmg stereotypes. 

on one's opinions about 

formulated. 

to cultural groups 

The second Issue IS 

UD-meme refers to process 

rec:ogmsmg how perceptions are 

participants process how ideas and 

been formulated. many 

participants process '-'.'-L''''''''JlVH has .. vu'.,u, ........ in attitudinal changes 

also led to _ .. ~~.,.., .. ~ in behaviour. 

stereotypes were understood as judgements are rigid, over 

simplifying erroneous they are Yzerbyt & 

Schadron,1994). et al (1994) refute this understanding and that if 

"t", .. ",,,.hrl""''' are part of perception, need to be understood as 

flexible as well as rigid. Stereotyping is not just a list of that apply to 

categories; it 

explanations 

world 

flexible et ai, 1994). 

increased 'AH" .... '" 

function. Stereotypes function as naIve 

1994). 

participants demonstrate 

cultural 

but they have to 

flexibility. With 

certain 

been refuted. Through the "''''''''''',,'UF. on the past, 

the n'>.'1'.,....n'lnt" analysing 

they were formulated. 

to Apartheid, .... .lH.V .. " .... u separation 

. state, "r"' .... ".ru ...... " were confounded 

and'tKe 

participants reworked some 

understood different v .... ,"v,"'. 

I 

beliefs about came how 

cultural the fJa~;a.UlUU of the 

prejudice . contact 

with groups "'-"JUl' ..... many 

naive explanations that informed how they 

idea of contact as an attitude-changing me:cn;amsm in social psychology holds 

increased contact would provide individuals to that 
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different groups often the same attitudes (Mynhardt & 

Toit, 1991). Working a diverse workforce means ;:)u;:).UUJ.l\#U contact 

different people cultural and backgrounds. This sustained contact 

typically occurs in a relatively environment norms tolerance apply 

or are promoted, and individuals contact relatively equal work 

status. The experience of working in a workforce prevailing negative 

for the most part, not being confirmed has resulted in a positive 

attitude change many of the participants. "I have to manage moving 

forward and also my own history baggage, the way I was brought up, the 

whole which is deeply but my are my not my 

black friends or coloured so that I think is that working 

has that is something I would not give up for anything." 

Increased contact does not necessarily lead to attitude change. Allport (1954) argued 

that positive attitude contact must take place on an equal-status 

Equal-status, however, is relatively difficult to achieve a deeply divided society 

South Africa. Fortunately a number of variables can help in creating equal status in 

contact situations, like of common goals, co-operative interdependence 

and institutional support (Allport, 1954). From the previous it is 

managerial or institutional but the eXISlelrICe common 

and of co-operative interdependence potentially facilitate 

unlearning negative stereotypes. 

While have shifted through a diverse workforce, has been 

little integration between cultural groups beyond workplace. Across the board 

,..' ..... "nl~'" CiJmmem:e:Q on the fact that while they were with people 

different races and cultures at work, IS in their beyond 

work. Some this as problematic, but the majority of 

participants expressed being comfortable with the situation. results indicate that 

while the participants are attempting to bridge some of the divides at workplace, 

they do not experience directly into other """L/v"'''' 

failure to beyond the contact situation is one of the weaknesses of the 

contact hypothesis, which posits that increased interaction will impact 

positively on attitudes towards UH,jUn..,-,u groups (Hamilton, 1981). 
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Despite being restricted to the working environment, the participants express a 

growing acceptance of cultural differences. Acceptance leads to behavioural _ 

adaptation and altered thinking about that difference (Bennet, 1986). It is this ability 

to adapt that fonns the key to effective inter-cultural communication. According to 

Bennet (1986), the most common fonn of adaptation is empathy. Empathy in this 

context is the ability to alter one's frame of reference in order to recognise and value 

different perspectives and understandings. This process is apparent in the way the 

participants describe the experience of meeting and engaging with the' other' . 

Adaptation to difference is the ability to act ethnorelatively (Bennet, 1986). This is the 

ability to act outside one's native cultural worldview and is grounded in the 

acceptance of difference as a relative process. 

5.3 STIMULATING GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

This emergent theme highlights the diversity of human experience. While the 

participants clearly are struggling with working in a diversifying workforce, they are 

also benefiting greatly from the experience and even enjoying it. This issue stands in 

contradiction to some of the issues that make up 5.1 Confronting a Changing 

Workplace in that it represents the enriching as opposed to frustrating elements of the 

experience of working in a diverse workforce. 

5.3.1 Playing with Difference 

The participants comment that despite the difficulties that they confront and the 

tensions that emanate out of a diversifying workforce, many aspects of their 

experience are positive and enriching. An aspect ofthe experience of working in a 

diversifying workforce is having a sense of humour about the difficulties. 

A key aspect of this issue is that it highlights the fact that the participants feel as if 

they are growing and developing as individuals through the positive aspects of 

working in a diverse workforce. Through the process of overcoming difficulties and 

working with the frustrations related to diversity, the participants felt as if they were 

developing healthier and more functional ways of interacting with one another. "1 feel 
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lam a process of 

'U"'U~.5 it as manner is essentially 

implications for the 

with difference allows 

and helps develop trust """T'n,,,,,"" 

hearing and incorporating new 

~F->""U~'''U'''U, participating in new rituals, 

change is the 

",~u;U'p:,'" must emerge from 

workforce will .... u,:uu, ....... 

VL",,'UJUO"',,''''U imbibes and 

are demonstrating an appreciation 

tolerating them. 

of mutual respect, 

workforce. a 

_oo-reclatllon of 

COJleagU€~s who are equal to me a 

to 

to 

positive experiences with different ways of doing divergent views 

understanding the world 

needs ofa 

many of the participants to start experimenting 

on~anl1sa,t1on is necessarily 

OXwithnews 

an effort to meet 

VLAUJ..5 in a diverse workforce as u_' ..... " ...... Working in a 

some of the divides of people that 

_,....~._ ..... Despite many things same outside 

participants describe 

diverse workforce helps 

have been traditionally 

the workplace, the u",,'tJ .... u .. ,;, have managed to achieve some kind of equity at 

The participants l'IrU"Irpl'l able to meet people different racial and 
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cultural backgrounds on a relatively 

this is opportunity they 

U,",,",'U'''' who are racially and 

basis at work. 

to interact with and 

different to them, 

participants 

alongside groups 

hXloerlmlentmg with new norms .I,"""U"'''~''''> innovation in On~anISal[lOilS & 

Pemberton, 1995), Homogeneity and control are essentially "' ........ "u .. 'uv to 

and 

Working with identity-group difference can ,",V'L>HJLV 

('I1"'Il'nP, ... T in positive ways and contribute to new ways 

(Herriot & Pemberton, 1 

to """' .. "('111 growth 

WCirK:mg within the 

xp(~nrnel1tlIlg with new norms the participants to VAIJU"eU awareness 

cultural TTP,'pnl'p It 

Ulliaer'S'[anu:mg of the nature and dyrlaITUCS of these differences. context of 

"'''I'V.JLU'-,''''''u;;;, with new norms, are given an opportunity to explore ways 

that 

that 

might be exploited as a workplace asset. Of key is that fact 

Op(mlIlg oneself up to ways of doing things one can build better work 

people who are dlttenent. 

".un"" .... v growth and development 

how impact on their 

received which help define a """" .. "('111 

Uaj~enlencts are received about 

The DrCice~;s 

life PV1'PrIP11l'P" 

participants have to 

This involves messages are 

worth and self-esteem messages and 

specifically those who are racially and 

self-analysing aspects 

are normally taken 

own belief 

O .. ", .... Te.~ (Rosmarin, 

Xp(;lnrnellUIlg with new norms 11I"Hf"""""<' participants eXl)enamlg and energy 

or circumstances 

about diversity 

they are given opportunities to challenge 

understandings about unfamiliar life 
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5.4 LEARNINGS 

The concept oflearning was raised universally amongst the participants. According to 

the participants learning occurs across two dimensions: (1) the experience of learning 

on an interpersonal level, learning from and with others and (2) on an intra-personal 

level, learning through the process of self-analysis and introspection. 

5.4. I Exponential Increase in Inter-personal Learnings 

Most ofthe participants felt that part ofthe experience of working in a diverse 

workforce has been an exponential increase in interpersonal learning. Working and 
\ 

interacting with people from divergent backgrounds has increased their understanding 

of different people's different perspectives on the same issues. It has also led to 

learnings about the realities of people's lives and cultural orientations in a more 

accurate, reliable and valid manner. Individuals are experiencing cultural differences 

first hand as opposed to learning about them from secondary sources. "You become 

more informed and get rid of some of your biases and you learn to understand people, 

they way they are, rather then looking at them from a distance and making 

assumptions about what you observe." 

Learning involves acquiring new understanding (Fiol, 1996). Research in the domain 

of cognitive and behavioural sciences at the individual level presents this process as 

involving the acquisition and interpretation of knowledge (Lindsay and Norman,· 

1977). The process of learning at this level need not be conscious or intentional 

(Bower & Hilgard, 1981). Nor does the process necessarily enhance the leamer's 

effectiveness or change the leamer's behaviour in obvious ways (Friedlander, 1983). 

Rather, learning involves modifying one's "cognitive maps or understandings" 

(Friedlander, 1983, 194) and thereby changing the range of ones' potential behaviours 

(Huber, 1991). 

Learning, therefore, may have more to do with a change in one's interpretation of 

events and actions than with the events or actions themselves. Interpretation is 

understood as the process through which individuals attach meaning to information 

(Daft & Weick, 1984). The participants are learning through acquiring different 

interpretations of new or existing information. This (conscious or unconscious) 
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\ 

process acquisition m a workforce resulted 

development understandings of their lrrCmnruTIlg events. 

< 
, 

The lerurnrrlg about people's nprf"Pn 

theme is the 

ofthem 

and their "" ...... U.L." An uts'tan<1mlg feature of 

t::100In:g greater am:lreCaatllOn and res:peict difference -more different ways in the world:' 

learning more 

participants eXlJlresse<1 the fact 

that through mt'erperson,al ... '"",.,uUf," they are new ways of communicating 

foster lllL<l,UH., and actualised elanOllsnlPS which some 

between groups 

participants are the process sense a changing wonq:Ha(:e and new 

workplace realities. & Wenger (1990) introduce an ant)ro,ich to understanding 

.v""', ..... }', which describes process of inter-personalleamings and sheds some 

on the concept of is called '''''I'',HUHU',,,, 

is an analytical cat:eglJry or tool for 

comprehending "'''''''''1''1,0' across different 

as opposed to or 

as """"1''''''''' by LPP means Decomm an the I",,, • ..,., • ..,.cr process. 

or construct knowledge as individuals but to Le.amers do not merely 

function a community. are no limits on that community consists of. 

participants in a workforce essentlaH 

and within that community its 

participants are not nec;eSI:;an 

of inter-personal.vuHuHE" 

interacting as cornmlun:lt) H,LVH",",,,,' to mt,egrate 

1994). . 

makeup a 

a 

to 

'expert kn,?wledge' 

and 

"Workplace "rn.YHT is best then, in terms of the communities being 

or joined personal changed." and 

1994). The crux of the is thatJearning becoming a practitiqner, 

learning practice. is evident amongst participants. an' aspect 
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the "'.I>.~/"'U"'U'_'" of diversity is this process -:::-j=!:,.,:,.··-·,~:.:..!!!~b· !,!u~X are 

orc~ce~)s of a diversifying involved ,,,, ... ,."»15 from being an insider in 

aracteJnstlc of effective 5""'U':"'UVU<U v ........ ,..·...,. possibly best 

of change 

learnIng .,ur .. ,,," the development 

Organisational learning and 

and divergent interpretations 

(Fiol, 1996). 

The by-product interpersonal learning is ,unuu,,1S of ideas and new 
-" 

ways with problems. An exponential ".""LV"'JV 

involves learning different ",a,~,UiJ'1;<. to problems or 

developing new 

innovation 

tap a 

The value 

brings to 

and problem-solving creativity and 

individuals an opportunity to U.l.VaU~,H their knowledge base and 

information sources. 

in the richness of ideas ""'T"'lI1TIU perspectives that it 

learning is beneficial "" .......... u"" (Copeland, 1988). mte~r-m~rSOlna 

creativity, innovation and problem'solving are you are surrounded 

1988, cited in by only variations on the same." 

Copeland, 

~

on heterogeneity confirms diversity promotes 

creativity and 

Blake, 199.1). 

through sharing ideas and nte~r-1Jfenlonallearnings (Cox & 

""''''.uu,,'''. Kanter's (1983) investigation 

organisations aelnOlnStJrat(~s that the majority of innovative companies intentionally 

establish to generate multiple oeI'SD(~CU IJL'-',,,'W'U, solving. 

As part of the "Tr .... lnl".,. in a diverse ""'\ .... 1,-.1"" ... " 

leveL This process 

changing reality and "r","'V11,., 

about their oelrsonal shortcomings and limitations within 

about the "It (working in a 
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environment, learning 
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opportunity to a person, to that you are more knowledgeable, 

more emlgnlenlea. " 

Some felt that through this process of .... u.,,"'.,'u .. they are 

more enlightened individuals. This enlightenment allows them to be 

open to 

learning ...... ~uu'6 sense of a new 

others. This intra-personal 

When one attcempts to comprehend a 

new or concept, one does so by ascribing '-...Inna. Thomas, 

Clarke & 

and 

work 

1996). The experience of fS,"UUJ'fS deep insights 

...,.u~ ... ~. learnings is tied 

surround a fl1""'...,.1 

current " ..... au'"'u. is a valuable 

Ulliner'St8,naIllf!;S of the ..... ,,1-,,1"'" and 

be congruent with 

Implicit 

that ac(:onlmmv process means 

at work. emotionality of ""., ... v" .... 

all the prt1propnt themes. For ex'lmt)le. 

workplace, whilst managing one's 

demands, and opportunities 

essentially an process. 

Integral to understanding the 

acknowledging the multitude of ",.-n,,,-tu,'M 

process sense of their new 

events, behaviours emotions that 

............ "6 sense of their 

has shifted 

work and shift to 

new reality. 

emotions are likely to 

a diversifying 

wClrkllng III a 

that it invokes The 

participants reaching "' .... vuv ... ~.lows and (1993) 

that emotions are within the texture organisations yet they are virtually left out of 

the of mainstream texts on organisational behaviour. 

orgam:satl1ons is highlighted 

Emotions a central role in -VL!',<+U • ..., ......... U ... L life (putman 

intrinsic nature of 

",.-nJ>r('fJ>n-t theme. 

1993). 

at work emanate out of human interaction, aid in the COllstlructlon 

build understandings and alternative org;anlsIllg. The 
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changes taking place in the diversifying workforce have brought about new forms of 

social interactions with new and diverse social actors. Sensitivity to others' feelings in 

the context of these new social interactions is essential in understanding diversity in 

the workplace, and may constitute the basis for successful organisational change 

(Putman & Mumby, 1993). 

5.5 COPING MECHANISMS 

The last issue to emerge out of the interviews was that part of the experience of 

. working in a diversifying workforce involves developing coping mechanisms to 

handle some of the difficulties and frustrations that make up the experience. 

_ O~ganisati~nal change of any kind creates anxiety, uncertainty and stress (Camall, 

1996). Learning to cope with the process of change places a whole new set of 

demands on the individuals inv~lved. T'Yo key coping mechanisms employed by the 

participants emerged out of the interviews. The first is the importance of time. The 

issue of time involves recognising that with time the difficulties and frustrations of 
, 

working in a diverse workforce might ease. The participants also use developing a 

sense of trust for one another and growing respect and empathy for difference and 

different life experiences as mecha~isms to handle the tensions inherent in working in 

a diverse workforce. 

5.5.1 Time Heals 

The participants felt that while they are struggling with the situation, they recognise 

and appreciate that in time the situation will even out and improve. Some of the 

participants acknowledge that with time they envision engendering better 

relationships and deeper understandings with their diverse colleagues. They highlight 

the fact that the process is still very much in its early stages and they are confident 

that in time many of the initial problems will be smoothed out. This knowledge helps 

them cope with the immediate tensions and stress factors that they are experiencing as 

a result of a changing workplace. "It takes time for people to get to know one another 

and, once that has happened, to move beyond perceptions and grapple with the reality 

and contradictions." 
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People need to a "'''I!'>'-LL. ... ' ....... change (CamaU, 1996). even 

more essential if the V"'~'1",V creates problems that need to be handled and 

Coping with to the previous theme IS a 

learning-curve improve their performance 

negotiate the Some of the participants pVl'\rpc:c:,,''; 

they as the process of diversification advances, the .. .u .. .u""" 

un." ... "."!','" are created. 

""VIJ"AJlM a sense of for others, .... ""UU'"M with trust and respect 

further ........ .LUI ...... ";:, C~OPlng with the difficulties and 1t~nSlOJ[}S "" .... ,.,,, .... ,-1, a 

ror~ctOlrce. Some ofthe participants pV1r\rpc:c:",,; 

frustrations implicit in the experience 

acknowledging the fact'that every one and 

" ...... , ...... ,'1"> the same difficulties, helps them to deal with ........ .,. ... " .. This 

their coping with and erulances 

1 ...... · .... r\1-t"~".,.<> of empathy in aiding 1nT<>cn·",T1 

.LJUl:;"o.LUo with the 'Other'. 

point of view and 1-r<nYlPC: 

promote a sense 

contributes to "'.,.."'.oN .... ,.... gu .... "' .... 

eXl:>erlerlce of working in a 

Uli:l,\.;U,1>i:I\;;U under section 5.2 

principle is that attempts to 

facilitate communication 

aDl)reclatlOn of difference. 

situation. 

Many of the participants perceived trust variables in dealing 

with difference. Some of the participants COlTIrrlentect on fact that the lack 

amongst the workforce and compromises their to 

integrate easily in the process of key variable in relation to respect 

trust is time; the participants time and mutual interchanges 

will develop a greater sense 

of the lack of trust is 

a diverse workforce. 

recogrnse that mcreasea trust 
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factor in the experience 

COInplrOnl1S(~S the experience and the participants 

res:pe~ct would aid them in coping with the V.LA"""',o;.'.,o 
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and challenges workplace. 

'. 
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Some 

bias, 

relating to the quality of this resc~ar(:h 

validity, reliability and generalisability 

such as researcher 

discussed in 

discuss two the uu .... uv .... this document. The following "...,,,,,,~vu 

• ..... ' .... u"" of this project. 

on 

JIJ' .... ",..".,.,."jMI Diversity 

researcher 

of this study. 

participants understood 

diversity remains debatable 

diversity was defined along the 

acknowledges that this is a limited 

IJ"''''~U,", case being studied. 

nl"\th",,. key concern for the researcher was 

""""'HU""'" it into concrete terms. 

not a once event in the lives of 

ongoing process. 

but are also 

is a not just a static state that is 

change and transtIOI'Ilaatlon. 

.nt,>ar"f111'cr this understanding of 

it involves an ongoing process, with 

qualitative research methodologies and '''',",UU,L''i 

to this potential limitation. 

6.2 The Analytic Mix 

qualitative res:ealrcn ",u •• {;U"'" an 

uerstaJaurngs of the world, 
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how to define 

aerme diversity based 

nature and 

purposes of 

culture but the 

narrow definition, appropriate to 

to work with a dynamic concept 

"'.LH"''''t.1UU IS an ongomg process, 

res:ealrch was conducted at a 

are working in a diverse 

Workforce diversity 

but is a dynamic 

is the difficulty 

u''',TIr1'nTt'p diversity, the 

of it. By using 

reSearCh(~r attempted to do 

combination of two basic 

the paJrticipants. The underlying aim 
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of qualitative research is to present the real lived experience of the participants. In the 

process of writing a report and defining the conceptual framework within which the 

participants' experience is understood, the researcher dictates how much ofthat lived 

experience is actually accessed by the reader. In the process of analysing and 

interpreting the data, through the process of coding, categorising and aggregating 

information, the participants' voices get diluted. While it is inappropriate to furbish 

the reader with entire interview transcripts, the researcher must acknowledge that 

there is always some risk oflosing the nuances and richness of the data in the 

reporting process. 

6.3 Further Research Needs 

In the course of this research process a number of potential areas for future research 

. became apparent. Firstly, considering the paucity of local or national research into the 

area of workforce diversification, there is a real need for South African specific 

research in the area. While there is an abundance of research in the area of affirmative 

action, there is very limited work being conducted on workforce diversity. The South 

African context offers a rich site for research into this area due to its current 

legislature framework and the broader processes of political, economic and social 

transition. 

Secondly, given the time constraints of the current research there is a potential need 

for a longitudinal study ofthe experience of working in a diverse workforce to run 

over a number of years. A longitudinal study would allow the researcher to map the 

process of diversification and identify the different stages in the process as 

experienced by the workforce. Due to time constraints a longitudinal study was not 

viable for the current research, but the researcher recognises the benefits of being able 

to chart the different stages and different experiences related to those stages within the 

process of working in a diversifying workforce. A longitudinal study would allow the 

researcher an opportunity to assess in greater detail and depth the psychological 

implications of workforce diversification for individual workers. For example, 

investigating and recording the kinds of personal growth and development that takes 

place, mapping the nature of the learnings, and looking at variables like stress and 

work satisfaction in the context of a diversifying workforce. 
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Thlrdly, further research is needed to validate 

Pv~,pr1pnl~p of working in a diverse workforce to assess 

model of the 

applicability to other cases 

dmerelot kinds of orgamiSatllOns and to theoretical coherence ... ,,""""' ..... "" .. 

this process would be appropriate. committee section of Parliament 

J;;.O.J.u""u ..... u and the specificity of case may have impacted on the 

conducted in commercial Future research 

assess the .. IJIJ .... " ... V" .. 

to the experience 

this context or to uncover 

COInmlen:aal environment. 

cross-cultural studies in area prf;~Sel1t research opportunities. 

which the research is conducted 

of diversity, for example, in 

"''"F,.lU.1.J'''''''',H impact on its 

scenano IS 

'""'LeI""'''' to issues of race. In other countries of diversity may be more 

relalted to differences or religious diversity. While the variables that up 

psychological working within diverse workforces 

societal context of diversity may highlight different 

UUJ"", •. ''''J.\.'U<) to the model. 

COlldtlCtc~ WlHV'H5'" individuals while this research has 

diversifying workforce, future ,..",c'",,,,r,, conducted on 

att~mamg multiracial and for example, the experience 

schools or the experience of 

nature help in devising 

",.nun"· ... !"..",,, experienced in 

" ..... "' ..... "' .... for university students. Kesearcn 

training in 

workshops to manage some 

and highlight the need 

society, but the divides South Africa is often described as a ..... u .. ''''' .... 

inequities between people J. ... J..HCUU eltlt:n;mc:n~l. to build a 

lauen,zes of transformation and society, a society that 

deal of further research area of diversity is required. Ke::;eatrcn 

us unpack the nature of the problems are confronting in relation to 

a 

a 

research that facilitates of workable, sustainable to 

some of these problems. 
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res:ealrcn was to develop a deep and aim 

dynamics 

develop 

• "" ........ ".>.> of working in a diverse workforce. atte:mpited to 

erstandlIlg by focusing on the a 

res:erurcn is grounded in the 

a diverse 

psychological implications 

at 

how 

behave in 

Due to the lack 

dimensions 

involves ... "'.+,.." 

kinds of meanings 

The issues raised 

this change process, their capacity to 

aC{;OnamOo;ale a transforming work 

knowledge and attention paid to the 

major thrust and contribution 

organisational members interpret 

to them. 

to individual's ""n..IV,",'~'"'~,""'"' 

on 

and 

the 

life. An is that the paJrticipants' W01f.KJlng in 

a wo,r.l.Oor(:e mapalctS nl1·,,,, ... f"lu on quality of their 

diverse workior<;e "'AU"""',!"."''''' 

of the experience ('('\,n1"l"r('\11r11 

.U ......... L.U!". of work in significant ways. 

quality of work life, like the lack 

support, frustrations VU''''''''''!''.'"''', while other aspects enhance their "'v,""' ...... "' ... , ... '" 

work through developing new l1TP'rn~'t"u'n 

The findings of this study as 1"Ir.TT1"!;lI,",,,,n 

results are inter-related and C01me:Ci(;:Q 

changing workplace 

skills and lerumings. 

the diagranamatic representation the 

significant ways. Having to a 

vHjsaE,'-' with people are 

and racially different The nature "''''''bl''<;'"''' on an organisational level are 

experienced by the as the process of a 

workforce. Essentially the "' .. , ..... };;'"''' ...... r',..PI'C! of meeting and engaging with 

which most cases to a nrc)ce!,s of personal growth and 
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Personal growth and development is initiated when individuals' beliefs and 

assumptions are challenged or questioned through interacting with different people 

from diverse cultures. Differences are highlighted because of the diversity of opinions 

and paradigms in what was a relatively homogeneous workforce. 

Part ofthe process of working in a changing environment and having to negotiate 

difference involves learning on a number of levels. These levels include learning new 

ways of being in the world and more specifically at work. Learning how to 

communicate and work with different kinds of people makes up a fundamental part of 

the experience of working in a diverse workforce. 

A key variable in this process of confronting a changing workplace is the 

development of coping mechanisms to handle the emotional, behavioural and 

attitudinal shifts that need to take place in order to manage the change on an 

individual experiential level. 

It is evident from this study that the experience of working in a diverse workforce is 

complex and contradictory. Perhaps understanding these complexities will facilitate 

how workforce diversity is managed in the future and help prepare organisations and 

individual employees to extract the learnings and benefits from it, while 

simultaneously coping with the challenges and difficulties. 
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APPENDIX II - FIGURE 1 

Fig. 1 Diagrammatic Representation of Results 
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